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Abstract
In centrifugal pumps the leakage and dynamic characteristics of annular seals are
important factors for pump performance Both seal leakage and dynamics are greatly
aected by the relationship between uid ow and wall friction In this thesis explicit
friction factors were developed which relate the turbulent uid ow in the seal to wall
friction for seals with rectangular grooves Computational Fluid Dynamics CFD
was used to study a range of groove width to depth ratios between  and  and
groove depth to clearance ratios between 
 and 
 In this range an optimal
groove geometry for leakage reduction was found which may increase the volumetric
eciency of pumps considerably Based on a similarity assumption for grooves and
hole patterns a friction factor was proposed for hole pattern seals
Based on the developed friction factors extensions were made to a theory for predicting
dynamic characteristics of plain seals to deal with grooved and holepatterned seals
or a combination of both The method does not require calibration to experiments in
order to give useful results A parameter study indicated that for certain stator hole
patterns the crosscoupled stiness could be greatly reduced compared to that of a
smooth seal This means that self excited vibrations from the seal may be prevented 
and the range of stable operation of the pump may be increased Another extension
of the theory accounts for angular stiness  damping  and added mass moment of
inertia for tapered seals A previously published isotropic friction factor based on
pipe ow in the transition between laminar and fully turbulent ow was also included
in the theory for predicting dynamic coecients Results compared well to previously
published theoretical results  however  comparisons to experimental results indicate
that this friction factor is of limited use for seals
Inlet and exit conditions of seals aect both seal leakage and rotordynamic coecients
to some extent An experimental study of inlet and exit losses for seals with sharp 
chamfer  and protruding edge inlet and exit geometries was carried out for a range of
axial and tangential ow velocities The inlet loss was sensitive to geometry changes 
while the exit loss was not The commonly used assumptions of no rotational speed
dependency for entrance and exit losses holds well when the average tangential ow
is less than or equal to the axial ow However  as the tangential ow became much
larger than the axial ow this assumption did not hold well In the same study
leakage for seals with shallow grooves was studied Experimental leakage results for
shallow grooves on the rotor corresponded well with theoretical predictions based on
the friction factor developed in this thesis
v
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Chapter  
Introduction
In the oil exploitation industry high speed water injection pumps are used to maintain
oil well pressures in order to increase oil production rate and the total amount of oil
drawn from a well Some centrifugal pumps operate at  bar pressure  rotational
speeds in excess of  rpm  and with an energy consumption up to several mega
watts Important aspects in the design of such pumps are eciency  dynamic stability 
and compactness
   Pump eciency
The pump eciency is dened as the ratio of pump energy output to the energy
input applied to the pump rotor Many centrifugal pumps can achieve an eciency in
excess of  at the best design point and considerably less at o design operation
Signicant cost savings to be made if one can increase this eciency The main causes
for pump eciency loss are
 Mechanical losses due to friction between the rotating and stationary parts  for
example at ball and journalbearings  seals  shrouds  and impellers
 Leakage losses due to back ow of uid in for example seals and bleed os
 Hydraulic losses made up of circulation losses  friction losses in the blade pas
sage  and by losses at the inlet due to imperfect match of the inlet and impeller
cross sections
The total eciency is the product of the individual mechanical  volumetric  and hy
draulic eciency Generally all three items have to be considered to improve pump
performance
The most important factor for seal leakage reduction is to reduce the clearance be
tween the rotating and stationary parts However  clearance is restricted by machining

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Figure  High speed centrifugal pump  main ow  and leakage paths
and assembly tolerances Another way of decreasing leakage through the seals is to
make the seals longer  but this method has its limitations since it increases the total
length of the rotor  inuences the dynamic behaviour of the pump  and puts greater
demands on tolerances Previous research  reviewed in Chapter 
  has shown that
leakage reduction also is possible by introducing circumferential or helical grooves 
hole  diamond  or honeycombpatterns to the seal surfaces Since so many varia
tions exist of surface patterns there is limited knowledge regarding which patterns
give optimal leakage reduction By reducing the seal leakage the pumps volumetric
loss decreases However  a reduction in leakage may be accompanied with an increase
in mechanical loss  or increased rotor eccentricity so these eects must be considered
in order to verify that the overall pump performance can be improved
  DYNAMIC STABILITY 
  Dynamic stability
For given requirements of mass ow rate and pressure for a centrifugal pump it is
often desirable to keep the dimensions of the pump as small as possible To achieve
this  the industry is trying to design pumps running at increased rotational speeds
In this search for higher power density it is essential to quantify the forces acting on
the rotor and housing during operation and to predict the rotors dynamic behaviour
An example of compact pump design is shown in Fig  Some industrial pumps
are designed to run below the pumps rst natural frequency in order to suppress
destructive vibrations due to resonance Others may be designed to run above their
rst natural frequency For the latter type there has to be enough damping of the
rotor to suppress vibrations at the natural frequencies  or the pump can be accelerated
quickly past the critical speeds  and operate between two natural frequencies For
either type of pump it is essential to accurately predict the natural frequencies of the
rotor so that a safe range of operation can be determined The current challenge in
predicting the natural frequencies and stability of the rotor is to master the interaction
between the rotating parts and the surrounding uid Due to the overall complexity
of the problem it is common to consider the uid structure interactions at seals 
bearings  shrouds  and impellersdiusers separately
In this thesis the focus will be on uid structure interaction in liquid annular seals
Previous studies have shown that the force on the rotor rotating around its own axis
at a rotational speed  and at the same time precessing at a speed  about the
seal axis at a radius R
O
can be expressed as a quadratic function of the whirling
speed  see Fig 
 The coecients of the quadratic equation relating force to
displacement  velocity  and acceleration are termed stiness  damping  and added
mass respectively Collectively these coecients are referred to as rotordynamic co
ecients The coecients relating a perturbation and force of the same direction are
called direct coecients while those relating a perturbation in one direction and force
in another are called crosscoupled coecients
Although the complete dynamic characteristics of the rotor is needed for stability
considerations  some general statements can be made regarding the seals positive
and negative eects on the dynamics of the rotor Consider Fig 
 which shows
an axial section of a rotating and whirling rotor If the orbit radius is less than half
the clearance the coecients relating rotor motion to F
X
and F
Y
forces are nearly
symmetric This means that K
XX
 K
Y Y
 K etc The equation relating rotor
reaction force and motion is then Childs  
 
 
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
The crosscoupled mass is often close to zero and hence often neglected The force in
the cartesian direction which varies with time can be transformed into a steady radial
and tangential force acting on the rotor in the coordinate system xed to the rotor
The radial and tangential reaction force from the uid on the rotor are
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 Whirling rotor motion  forces  and dynamic coecients
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The expression for radial force shows that a positive direct stiness will act to centre
the rotor when it is perturbed radially Typically seals with a much higher axial than
tangential bulk ow velocity will have a positive stiness while those that have a high
tangential bulk velocity relative to the axial will have a negative direct stiness which
acts to increase the eccentricity of the rotor Hence  one may expect for a given pump
that a seal leakage reduction which has a positive eect on the pump eciency may
have the negative side eect of reducing direct stiness which may be destructive to
the seal
From the expression of tangential force and Fig 
 it can be seen that a positive
crosscoupled stiness creates a force acting in the same direction as the whirling
orbital motion and will act destabilizing By doing a linear stability analysis similar
to the one by Lund   for journal bearings the frequency 
d
of the self excited
destabilizing force can be expressed by the whirl frequency ratio  WFR

d
WFR   
k
C

The crosscoupled stiness  k  is a function of the tangential bulk ow mass ow
average velocity in the seal and usually it increases linearly with rotational speed 
while the direct damping C is approximately constant  and this implies a constant
value for the whirl frequency ratio
  SCOPE OF WORK 
Usually the crosscoupled stiness is the coecient which is altered in order to modify
the WFR  and to reduce vibration levels Typically the crosscoupled stiness  k  is
positive for a tangential bulk ow  U  in the same direction as the tangential rotor
velocity positive U Zero U gives a near zero value for k and negative U gives a
negative kvalue Up until the early s no one had introduced special measures to
control the tangential velocity Usually the ratio UR  where  is the rotational
speed  and R is the rotor radius  was assumed to be  This typically resulted in a
WFR near  and self excited vibrations from the seal at two times the rst natural
frequency of the pump Since then  various designs have been suggested to reduce
the tangential velocity also called swirl of the seal using swirl brakes or by injecting
uid with negative swirl velocity at the seal inlet Another way of reducing swirl von
Pragenau  
 is to introduce a rough stator surface which increase the uid friction
at the stator compared to the rotor and hence reduced the average swirl velocity Only
a limited number of stator roughnesses have been studied in the literature  and little
is known about optimal surface patterns for swirl reduction
In general there are forces and moments developed due to tilting motion of the rotor as
well which yield  by  matrices for stiness  damping  and added mass When these
coecients are known  the seals contribution to the overall rotordynamic behaviour
can be determined and optimized based on variations in seal geometry and surface
treatment
  Scope of work
As indicated in this introduction there are knowledge gaps regarding surface roughness
eects on leakage  dynamic characteristics  and mechanical losses This lead to the
scope of work for this thesis
 By using Computational Fluid dynamics  CFD  friction factors will be devel
oped for turbulent ow in liquid annular seals with a wide range of rectangular
grooves  and by using a similarity assumption a friction factor for hole pattern
surfaces is suggested This is the topic of Chapter 
 Based on the developed friction factors the rotordynamic coecients of seals
can be calculated by using a theoretical approach similar to the one by other
authors for smooth and machining roughness seals Chapter  concerns this
theory and comparisons to experimental results
 An experimental study on seal entrance and exit losses  which inuence both
leakage and dynamic characteristics  is carried out in Chapter  Leakage is also
studied in the transition to turbulent ow for plain and shallow groove seals
Results are compared to those from CFD and the analytical friction factors
developed in Chapter 
The literature survey in Chapter 
 gives more in depth reasons for choices made  and
nal conclusions of the outcome are found in Chapter 
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Chapter 
Literature survey
  Background
A multistage centrifugal pump with three typical annular seals  is shown in the cross
section drawing  Fig 
 In this Chapter the focus will be on the previous research
related to the prediction of leakage  mechanical loss  and dynamic characteristics of
liquid annular seals
The categories of literature which will be covered are
 Primary and secondary ow patterns of seals
 Leakage predictions
 Bulk ow model
 Dynamic characteristics of seals
 Computational Fluid Dynamics CFD
 Primary and secondary ow elds in seals
The primary uid ow pattern and possible secondary ow patterns in a seal with a
rotating rotor are shown in Fig 

 The radial velocity proles for the primary ow
in the laminar and turbulent regime are also shown in Fig 


Taylor  
 was the rst to mathematically predict the onset of toroidal vortices
now known as Taylor vortices for laminar ow between two concentric cylinders
where the inner cylinder is rotating and there is no axial ow see Fig 

 Kaye
 Elgar   discuss Taylor vortices in turbulent ow including swirl and maps
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Figure 
 Annular neckring  interstage  and balance piston seals
the ow characteristics in four regions as a function of the axial Reynolds number

 versus tangential Taylor number 	
The of regions of ow are
 Laminar ow
 Laminar ow plus vortices
 Turbulent ow plus vortices
 Turbulent ow
In the literature regarding liquid annular seals Taylor vortices are rarely an issue
This is because the small clearance  large axial ow and eccentricity usually suppress
the formation of the vortices This type of secondary ow pattern will not be treated
in this thesis since the operating conditions for typical industrial seals are of interest
At low axial ow rates other secondary ow patterns may exist as documented by
Tam et al    who found that the ow may recirculate in the tangential direction
see Fig 

 This type of ow pattern  which is common for journal bearings with
an eccentric rotor relative to the stator annulus  is rarely considered in seal analysis
since the eccentricity for seals usually is signicantly less  and the dominating axial
ow suppresses this type of secondary ow as well Since the clearances in modern
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
 Top Tapered seal with no secondary ow eects Middle The corre
sponding radial velocity distribution Bottom Eccentric seal with possible recircu
lating ow  Taylor vortices for concentric cylinders
seals are approaching those of journal bearings  this secondary ow pattern may be
worth considering in future research However  this will not be dealt with in this thesis
since there are still lacking knowledge about primary ow which was considered more
important
 Leakage predictions
This section primarily considers how leakage can be predicted for a seal for a given
pressure dierence across the seal In Fig 
 the uid enters the rst stage of the
pump at a pressure P  and the pressure is increased through each impeller up to the
pressure P One primary function of the seal is to reduce the leakage caused by the
pressure dierences  PP
  PP  and PP A typical pressure distribution along
the rotor past for example in the interstage seal in Fig 
 is shown in Fig 

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Figure 
 Pressure distribution across an interstage seal
As shown in Fig 
 the pressure drop across the seal can be divided into three
separate parts which are inlet  seal  and exit pressure drop The literature concerning
experimental and theoretical predictions of the three parts will be discussed in turn
First an example is given  based on Eq 
 Childs    of how the typical total
pressure drop   P   from the seal inlet chamber to the exit chamber is calculated
P
s
  P
e
   
e
 f
L

C

W
 




where  is the inlet loss coecient  
e
the exit loss  f the friction factor  L the
seal length  C the seal clearance   the uid density and W the average axial uid
velocity Typical seal designs for a rotor of  mm radius have a clearance in the
order of  mm  a length of  mm  and a friction factor for a machined surface
and fully turbulent ow in the order of  The inlet and exit loss coecients are
typically in the range  to  and  to  respectively depending on inlet and exit
geometries and ow This means that the friction loss term  f
 L
C
   in the seal
is one order of magnitude greater than the entrance and exit loss and that it in this
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case would completely dominate leakage predictions Since inlet and exit losses may
have a signicant contribution on dynamic characteristics of the seal  Childs   
this means that for many practical seal designs the detailed geometry of seal inlet
and outlet can be optimized for dynamic characteristics without having a signicant
inuence on leakage If one excludes inlet and exit losses from the leakage predictions 
the leakage can be expressed as
Q  
R
s
P
s
  P
e
C

fL



where R is the average seal radius and Q is the volumetric ow rate
From Eq 

 it is clear that for a given pressure dierence across the seal  the seal
clearance is the dominating factor for the leakage Q  since halving the clearance has
the same eect as increasing the length of the seal  L  or the friction factor  f   by a
factor eight
 Friction factor
Fig 

 illustrates the radial velocity proles expected in an annular seal at laminar
and turbulent Poiseuille ow pressure driven axial ow and Couette ow shear
driven tangential ow The friction factor relates the average axial and tangential
uid velocity to shear stress at the wall  which determines pressure drop or leakage
and mechanical losses for the seal In addition  the friction factor is essential for
predicting how the tangential ow develops and for predicting dynamic seal charac
teristics As discussed in Hirs  	 the friction factor for pure Couette turbulent
ow is about 
 lower than that for pure Poiseuille ow However  in his theory the
pressure distribution on a seal rotor was predicted well for a combination of Couette
and Poiseuille ow only based on the knowledge about the Poiseuille ow friction
factor Hence  this section will focus primarily on pressure driven turbulent ow
Since the pressure drop due to uid friction in seals is similar to the pressure drops
found in fully developed ow in various types of long channels the theory developed
from experiments made on pressure drops in pipelines  or between parallel plates
have been used extensively for predicting pressure drops in seals In order to apply
the results from other cross sections than that for an annular seal one can use the
procedure from for example White   He denes the friction factor for predicting
pressure drops in pipes as a function of axial Reynolds number and relative roughness 
and how the corresponding Reynolds numbers and relative roughnesses should be
calculated for other cross sections based on an equivalent hydraulic diameter For
seals the equivalent hydraulic diameter is two times the clearance  and this is used
throughout this thesis According to White    the accuracy in the conversion
of pipe friction factors to ducts of arbitrary cross section is within 
Early studies on the friction factor were performed by Nikuradse   who studied
the inuence on friction drop for laminar  transition to turbulence  and fully turbulent

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ow for a range of randomlike sand grain roughnesses and Schlichting   who
studied the inuence from numerous surface patterns For industrial pipes  Cole
brook   introduced an implicit formula for pressure drop predictions that was
later simplied to an explicit formula by Moody   His formula  Eq 
  became
an industrial standard for pipes
f    
 

 


  

e
D
h



Re
z

 




for a range of Reynolds numbers  Re
z

WD
h

from  to 

and a relative
roughness
e
D
h
of  to  D
h
is the hydraulic diameter  e the absolute roughness  
the density   the dynamic viscosity  andW the average uid velocity In the literature
of seals it is customary to use the Fanning format of the friction factor for which the
above friction factor is divided by a factor four The Fanning format will be used
throughout this thesis except for the comparisons made between results for pipes and
seals in this section where direct comparisons to the Moody diagram can be made A
weakness of the Moody formula is that it does not take into account the distribution
of surface roughnesses Other experiments  for example those by Schlichting   
have shown that the friction factor can change by a great amount for by varying the
distribution and form of the roughnesses
An issue rarely discussed in text books regarding the Moody and other friction for
mulas for pipes is how the diameter D
h
was measured for the experimental data to
which the formula was tted In HMobius   it is explicitly stated that a volume
average diameter was measured which included the grooves  and from the dimensions
stated in Nikuradse    Schlichting   it appears that an average diameter
was used This becomes important when studying roughness proles which are about

 of the hydraulic diameter or greater  which is often the case for roughness pro
les used in seal studies In this thesis the minimum clearance is used throughout
for determining the friction factor This choice was made for convenience since one
can immediately compare leakage performance for two seals with the same minimum
clearance by comparing their friction factor
Some experiments in the past which show particularly high values for the friction
factor will now be discussed since they indicate what surface patterns reduce leakage
the most Fig 
 and Table 
 show the roughnesses studied and Fig 
 shows
the friction factors achieved
To relate results to the minimum hydraulic diameter a pipe friction factor f based on
a diameter D correspond to an equivalent friction factor
!
f based on a diameter
!
D by
Eq 
 The corresponding Reynolds number conversion from Re
z
to
!
Re
z
is given
by Eq 
 How these equations were derived is shown in Appedix D
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Based on this conversion formula the results from Nikuradse    Wiederhold 
  Schlichting   will not depend much on whether the minimum or average
hydraulic diameter are used Hence  no conversion was made for these results How
ever  for the experiment of HMobius   conversion becomes important  and all
his results were converted to the minimum diameter  by using Equations 
 and 

The denition of an average radius  !r  used by HMobius   is
!r 
s
r
 
min
L
l
 r
 
max
L
g
L
l
 L
g


where r
min
is the minimum pipe radius and r
max
is the maximum  L
l
and L
g
are the
length of land and groove portions respectively of the grooved surface  see Fig 

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Table 
 Roughness proles studied by various authors  all dimensions in millime
ters e
g
denotes groove depth  e means average roughness height
Prole No D
h
L
l
L
g
e e
g
ee
g
D
h
L
g
e
g
Nikuradse 		 sand grain roughness in pipe
 NA NA NA  NA  NA
  NA NA  NA  NA
	  NA NA  NA  NA
  NA NA  NA 	 NA
 	 NA NA  NA  NA
 	 NA NA  NA 	 NA

  NA NA  NA 		
 NA
HMobius  rectangular proles in pipe
    NA 
 	 
 
   NA  	
 	
    NA   	
 
  
 NA  	 
    NA   

	    NA   
 	   NA  
 
Wiederhold  wavy deposits in pipe
  NA NA  NA  NA
 	      
 NA    

Schlichting 	 rectangular proles and a x
 rectangular channel

 
 	  NA   
	
 
 	 
 NA 
  	
 
 	  NA 
 
 

To get a comparison of the friction factors achieved in pipe experiments and those
reported for annular seal Table 

 gives a summary of the maximum axial friction
factors reported minimum leakage for a given clearance The references studied
are Yamada  
a  Nordmann et al   	  Florancic    Marquette et al  
	  HMobius    Black  Cochrane  	  and Kim   By using
Equations  and 	  the friction factors in the Table 

 are calculated based
on the minimum clearance In addition Yamadas axial Reynolds number has to be
multiplied by two to t the denition used by the other authors HMobius  
is the only reference that is based on pipe ow The other reference on seals use a
plain rotor  grooved stator conguration For those tests made in the low Reynolds
number regime the friction factor at maximum Reynolds number is reported
 LEAKAGE PREDICTIONS 
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Figure 
 Friction factors as a function of Reynolds number and roughness from
various experiments
Table 

 Comparison of maximum friction factors f in Moody diagram format and
corresponding test geometry and Reynolds number
Reference f
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Discussion of friction factor experiments
None of the friction factors in Table 

 or Fig 
 come close to the one obtained by
HMobius    and it is also remarkable that the result of HMobius    was
achieved when the groove depth was  times the diameter and the groove width
to depth ratio was  Some conclusions that can be made from his ndings are
 The friction factor varies less than   percent about a mean value in the
whole Reynolds number range when the relative roughness is greater than 
 The highest friction factor was found for a groove width to depth ratio in the
range 
 The friction factor scales very well with geometry Two pipes with dierent
diameters but the same
e
gs
D
h
and
L
gs
e
gs
ratios gave friction factors that varied less
than  percent over the entire Reynolds number range
 The sharpness of corners has a signicant inuence on the friction factor If
scaling of the geometry should work one would also have to pay close attention
to the scaling of corner roundness
 Regarding leakage the results show a maximum friction factor of about 
	 at a
Reynolds number of  giving a ow rate of about  of that from a smooth
pipe of the same hydraulic diameter
For the seals in Table 

 the e
g
D
h
 ratio is higher than the ratio tested by
HMobius   while the L
g
e
g
 ratio is smaller On the other hand the results of
HMobius   did not go beyond the relative roughness of  so no conclusion
could be made whether an increased groove depth would increase the friction factor
even further
In the results by Wiederhold   a peculiar type of surface roughness caused by
deposits on the pipe wall gave a much higher pressure drop than anticipated In
a  m diameter pipe used for water transport a rib like structure with the "ribs"
perpendicular to the ow direction and average rib peaks of 	 mm gave a pressure
drop corresponding to an equivalent sand grain roughness of  mm at a Reynolds
number of   

 The radial velocity prole was also measured and found to be
very similar to that of the corresponding sand grain roughness  which indicates that
it is unlikely that secondary ow patterns could be the cause of the unexpected large
pressure drop For the pipeline the reduction in maximum ow rate due to rib like
wall deposits was about 	 compared to the new pipe The trend in the friction
factor above is also supported by the prole number   Table 
  in the experiment
of Schlichting   Both proles indicate that for low relative groove roughnesses
the friction factor may vary a lot more with Reynolds number than for the relative
roughnesses greater than  reported by HMobius   Wiederhold  
suggested that the cause of the large pressure drop experienced for the particular
type of roughness in the pipe line could be due to a resonance eect in boundary
layer vortices  but to the authors knowledge the proof of such an eect has not been
given to date
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Regarding the low friction factors achieved for annular seals in Table 

 in comparison
to the maximum achieved by HMobius    some explanation can be given based
on the results and conclusions of Yamada  
a
 The value of the friction factor becomes maximum when the land width  L
l
 
Fig 
 approaches zero Hence  the relatively long land widths for the seal
studies in Table 

 contribute to a low value for the friction factor
 The maximum value of the friction factor is achieved when the seal groove depth
is small compared to the clearance Hence  seal grooves of the same order or
greater than the seal clearance give low values for the friction factor
Since all the groove seal experiments involve a smooth rotor or stator the smooth sur
face contributes to reduce the total friction factor for the seals By putting grooves on
both rotor and stator and keeping the land zone as small as possible the friction factor
might increase considerably  but more experimentalnumerical results are needed to
determine the amount of increase
The main focus of the studies by Nordmann et al   	  Florancic    Mar
quette et al   	  Black  Cochrane  	 and Kim   was rotordynamic
coecients and a limited number of geometries were studied However  from Black
 Cochrane  	 one can conclude that
 For the given seal clearance  groove spacing and width the friction factor in
creases when groove depthhydraulic diameter goes from  to  while it de
creases thereafter as groove depth is increased
Another conclusion of Yamada  
a is that
 A large value of the axial friction factor can be achieved without increasing the
friction torque signicantly
This indicates that the friction factor for grooved seals is highly anisotropic and that
mechanical pump losses may be kept relatively constant while leakage is reduced
signicantly
Similarly in pipe ow Weiss   the eect of longitudinal riblets parallel to the
axial ow have been shown under optimal conditions to give  reduction in wall
friction relative to hydraulically smooth surfaces A great deal of research has been put
into the eld of drag reduction during the last two decades for many application see
for example Hirschel et al     and it turns out that drag reduction only occurs
around the relative roughness range studied by Wiederhold   for transverse ribs
For seals  however  this type of microgrooves will possibly be of little benet due to
wear of the surfaces
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 Entrance loss
The denition commonly used for the entrance  and exit loss 
e
 coecients
Childs   for a seal is given by
P
s
  P
in




  W
 

	
P
ex




  
e
W
 
 P
e


where P
s
is the inlet chamber pressure  P
in
and P
ex
are the pressures just inside
the seal at the entrance and exit respectively   the uid density  W the axial uid
velocity  and P
e
is the exit chamber pressure
For pipe ow White   documents pipe entrance losses from a "innite" reservoir
into a pipe with various entrance geometries see Fig 
 For seals Kundig  
has documented a similar trend in results for a nite inlet chamber as one can see from
Fig 
 The results of Kundig   are given as a function of Reynolds number 
and a variation is found with a mean value that is close to the single coecient
documented for pipe ow For seals a signicant inlet chamfer may easily occur due to
the machining process or wear Such chamfers will reduce the entrance loss  increase
leakage slightly  and change the direct stiness of the seal Kundig   argues
that the entrance should be made as sharp as possible to get maximum entrance loss
However  considering Fig 
 for a reentrant pipe the entrance loss indicates that
there might be even more to gain by a protruding inlet To the authors knowledge
protruding inlets have not been tested for seals
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Figure 
 Left gure Entrance loss coecient from an innite reservoir to a reen
trant pipe for turbulent ow  White   Right gure Innite reservoir entrance
loss coecient for pipes with turbulent ow from White   and nite reservoir
coecients for an annular liquid seal from Kundig   for three dierent Reynolds
numbers and zero swirl
An important nding by Kundig   was that the entrance loss was dependent
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on the ratio of the circumferential to axial ow  and he suggests the formula
  
O

U
 W


where 
O
is the entrance loss at zero swirl and U   W are the tangential and axial
bulk velocities There are  however  several points regarding this formula that need
further clarication
 Since the formula was derived for a nite chamber of width and height just one
order of magnitude greater than the seal clearance  the ow eld in the chamber
itself might aect the coecient
 For the large clearance studied   mm  there will be a radial pressure gradient
at the inlet for high UW ratios This means that it might be necessary to
resort to a twodimensional mass ow average denition of pressure and kinetic
energy  instead of Equations 
	 and 

 Since only two clearances were considered it is uncertain whether Eq 
 is
independent of the CR ratio
Athavale et al    document similar trends to Eq 
 by a CFD code while in
some experiments on seals  for example in Childs et al     the trend in results
for the inlet coecient are mixed Some seals show an increased inlet loss coecient
as the ratio of tangential to axial bulk velocity increases while others show a decrease
Related experiments by Florancic   and Kilgore  Childs   on coarsely
grooved seals  which theoretically can be treated as a succession of inlet and exit
losses for each groove  show a marked increase in leakage for high rotational speeds
This is the opposite eect of the formula by Kundig   So there appears to be
an inconsistency in results and further investigations are needed
For Eq 
	 fully developed friction factor models are usually applied from the seal
entrance while there in fact will be a ow development For pipe ow this eect has
been studied by Barbin  Jones   who also studied the friction factor variation
for ow between at plates In White   it is shown that for a pipe the maximum
development length for laminar ow is   diameter at the critical Reynolds max
imum Reynolds number before onset of turbulence  
 For Reynolds numbers
in the range    

the corresponding development lengths are     times
the pipe diameter Elrod   included this entrance eect in gas seal analysis
and measured the friction factor variation along the seal experimentally Both ex
perimental and theoretical results showed a much larger friction factor at the seal
entrance than the one for fully developed ow By including the entrance eect in
the theoretical model for predicting rotordynamic coecients better agreement with
experimental data were found For liquid annular seal the developing ow does not
appear to have a great inuence for seals where the length is two orders of magnitude
greater than the clearance However  as seal length is decreased  this eect might be
more pronounced In this thesis this entrance eect will not be considered since very
short seals were not in focus
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 Exit losses
For a sharp corner pipe exit into an innite chamber it is stated in White  
that there will be no pressure recovery at the exit and hence the exit coecient is
 For seals this is the most commonly assumed value for predicting rotordynamic
coecients In the literature on seals there are relatively few references to this sub
ject Stampa  	 documents exit coecients between  and  as a function
of axial Reynolds number for liquid annular seals for a nite exit chamber  but there
were large margins of uncertainty and the number of geometries studied was limited
Florancic   documents that when predicting rotordynamic coecients the best
t to experimental data was achieved when the exit coecient was set to  and
to 	 for two dierent seals  where the second had twice the clearance of the rst
However  the exit coecient were not measured directly which means that the value
is somewhat uncertain The measurements by Weber  	 show that the exit coef
cient will vary as a function of the ratio between round o radius and seal clearance
similar to a diuser From White   fully developed turbulent ow into a conical
diuser of 

  


and 

cone angle gives an exit loss coecient 
e
    and
 respectively According to the theoretical calculations of Childs   a change
in the exit loss coecient from  to  approximately doubled the direct stiness of
a specic seal  but to the authors knowledge no experiments have been carried out to
study dynamic coecients as a function of exit cone angle of the seal Since a swirling
ow will be present at the seal exit this will also inuence the "diuser"performance
According to Schetz  Fuhs   swirl suppresses ow separation  and in Mc
Donald et al   	 it was found that diuser performance could be increased by
up to  for those diusers that had ow separation for pure axial ow Also it is
mentioned in Schetz  Fuhs   that for swirling ow the simple relationship for
diuser performance which is similar to that given by Eq 
	 no longer holds and
that an integral relationship which involves the mass average value of pressures and
inlet kinetic energy should be used Since it is very tedious to achieve mass average
values experimentally  Schetz  Fuhs   conclude that the data available are not
extensive and in many cases only qualitative
More studies are needed to quantify the exit coecient as a function of swirl and the
seal exit and exit chamber geometry Also experiments on dynamic characteristics are
needed to verify whether the theoretical predictions for a given exit coecient hold
 Bulk ow model
An important contribution to the theory of turbulent thin lms in journal bearings
and seals is found in Hirs  	 who introduced the "BulkFlow Theory"  which
does not consider uctuations in local velocities due to turbulence or the shape of
the velocity proles when relating average uid velocity to wall shear stresses This
simplied mathematical modelling of seals compared to previous models since radial
eects were eliminated without signicant loss in accuracy In order to calculate the
pressure distribution for a seal or journal bearing with turbulent ow it is important
to consider the combined eect of Couette and Poiseuille ow  since the ow usually
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is both shear and pressure driven By the theory of Hirs  	 the wall shear stress
that contribute to pressure changes are calculated based on the knowledge of the
average ow velocity vector relative to the wall and friction factors developed for
Poiseuille ow For an isotropic rotor surface roughness the wall shear stress  
r
 
that contributes to the pressure gradient in the direction of the bulk ow direction is
according to Hirs  	

r
 f
r
U
 
r




where U
r
is the total PoiseuilleCouette bulk velocity relative to the rotor surface
Similarly for the stator surface

s
 f
s
U
 
s




Both friction factors f
s
and f
r
are based on Poiseuille ow only Although Hirs 
	 pointed out that the actual shear stress on the surface  which is needed for
mechanical loss calculation  is slightly dierent when a Couette ow component is
present  this fact appears to have been neglected in later implementations for liquid
annular seals
Consider a seal that has no axial ow If one uses the formulation directly the rotor
shear stress is due to Couette ow only  and the above formulation gives a shear stress
which is overestimated by approximately 
 due to the dierence in friction factors
for Poiseuille and Couette ow  according to Hirs  	 Since this is likely to be the
extreme case  and since an overestimate of the mechanical loss would be conservative
for pump design this fact is not elaborated on in this thesis
 Dynamic characteristics
The uid friction model in Yamada  
b was later adopted by Black   in
his theoretical prediction of dynamic characteristics of liquid annular seals In Black 
 the eect of the seal entrance loss factor which particularly contributes to seal
direct stiness was also taken into account Lomakin   documented the self
centering ability of high pressure seals today usually referred to as the "Lomakin"
eect due to axial ow in an eccentric seal It counteracts the radial outward force
that is obtained when the Bernoulli equation is applied to the circumferential ow
The two eects are shown in separate idealised versions in Fig 
	 For most seals
the rotor will orbit around the seal centre at a small eccentricity ratio typically
less than   and there is no cavitation or recirculation present The theoretical
solution to seal dynamic coecients diers from that of journal bearings due to a
several factors Journal bearings usually have little axial ow which means that the
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Lomakin eect is negligible They operate at lower pressures and usually cavitate 
and the large eccentricity introduces a wedge that inuence the pressure gradient
Added mass eects are normally negligible which means that the inertial terms in the
Navier Stokes momentumequations can be omitted Viscous heating must normally
be included which means that a coupled solution between the Reynolds equation and
the energy equation must be carried out
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Figure 
	 Idealised Bernoulli and Lomakin eects  and typical journal bearing pres
sure distribution
Black Murray   solved the onedimensional ow problem for a concentric rotor
and made a perturbation solution that yielded analytical expressions for stiness 
damping  and added mass coecients for the seal Their solution covers laminar 
transition  and turbulent ow for smooth rotors and stators Main weaknesses of the
theory by Black  Murray   are that the tangential velocity is assumed to be
fully developed Couette ow and that surface roughness eects are not considered
In Black et al    the swirl development within the seal was predicted to some
degree of accuracy and shown to have a signicant inuence on crosscoupled stiness
Based on the bulk ow theory of Hirs  	 an improved solution was given by
Childs   which included swirl calculations and the possibility to deal with sur
faces of dierent roughness Also procedures for calculating moment coecients by
the same method were presented in Childs  
 In Childs   it is suggested
that moment coecients should be included for seals with length to diameter ratios
of  and greater  which would be typical for balance piston seals The main weakness
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of the solution based on the Hirs friction factor was that for rough seals the friction
factor had to be calibrated to experiment
An important discovery by von Pragenau  
 was that a greater surface roughness
on the stator relative to the rotor reduced the average tangential uid velocity in the
seal This in turn reduces both crosscoupled stiness and the onset speed for self
excited vibrations from the seal
To directly take into account surface roughness the Moody based solution is attrac
tive due to its simplicity and a comparison between the Moody and Hirs solution for
dynamic seal coecients is made in Nelson  Nguyen   The implementation
of the two models for seal analysis is described in detail in Childs   Schar
rer  Nelson   also documents the eect of partial roughened seal surfaces on
incompressible liquid seal characteristics
An extension to the onedimensional model by Childs was made by San Andres 
 who solves the bulk ow in both axial and tangential directions This model
makes it possible to include variations in uid properties and lm thickness in the
tangential direction A further development was made by Zirkelback  San Andres 
 who include surface roughness eects in the transition regime between laminar
and fully turbulent ow In the publication of Zirkelback  San Andres   there
are  however  no comparisons to experimental solutions to verify the applicability of
the theoretical results
Although the Moody friction factor includes a parameter for the absolute roughness
height it does not take into account the shape or distribution of the roughnesses  and
it is limited to roughness heights  times the hydraulic diameter In Childs 
Fayolle   where deep round hole pattern stator surfaces are studied for a liquid
annular seal it is concluded that the friction factor by Moody   would not be
valid
Some attempts to deal with grove and hole pattern seals have been made by using a
Hirs based solution Nordmann et al   	 made extensions to the model by Childs 
 to include the extra circumferential ow of grooved seals  and Childs et al  
 and Childs  Fayolle   used the Hirs solution for hole pattern seals These
and later experiments by Kilgore  Childs   for grooved seals show unexplained
large dierences between some of the predicted and measured dynamic coecients
Since experiments were needed to predict the eect of a given surface pattern  the
Hirs based method does not make it possible to predict what groove and hole pattern
would be best for a particular seal
An improved three volume method for predicting leakage and dynamic coecients for
circumferentially grooved seals was suggested by Florancic   and later modied
by Marquette et al   	 These models include approximations of the ow eld
inside the grooves  and by calibration of a small number of coecients very good
correspondence with experimental results was found
At present no similar model for hole pattern seals has been suggested  and the current
models for circumferentially grooved seals need calibration to experimental data for
every groove width to depth ratio  groove depth to seal clearance ratio  and rotational
speed
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 Gas  and two phase seals
A wide range of gas seals and models have been discussed in the literature and an
extensive summary of these with some detailed derivations are given in Childs  
Here some of the main references on this topic are given
In gas seals the uid should generally be treated as compressible and for seals con
taining watersteam or waterair the dierent phases and their interaction should
be treated in order to predict seal characteristics Nelson   extended the in
compressible tapered annular seal model by Childs  Dressman   to include a
compressible perfect gas formulation For a labyrinth seal a onecontrolvolume model
was suggested by Iwatsubo    and Iwatsubo et al   
 and later expanded
to a more physically correct twocontrolvolume model by Wyssman et al   
Nordmann  Weiser   have made a threecontrolvolume model following the
method of Florancic   Dietzen  Nordmann  	 solve the NavierStokes
equation for labyrinth seals including a rst order perturbation to nd dynamic co
ecients The Navier Stokes solution oers an alternative attractive approach but
the computational time is several orders of magnitude above that of bulk ow mod
els Recent detailed measurements of the ow eld in a labyrinth seal Morrison 
Johnson   could serve as verication cases for future CFD simulations
Twophase ows in seals and the eects on rotordynamics has rarely been discussed in
the literature Iwatsubo  Nishino   report theoretical results for homogeneous
twophase airwater seals that match qualitatively with measurements Thermody
namic analysis of watersteam seals have been studied by Beeler    Beatty
 Hughes  	 and stratied ow analyses were performed by Beatty  Hughes 
 However  dynamic coecients were not an issue in the watersteam analyses
For journal bearings Braun et al   	 oer a homogeneous twophase solution to
the generalized Reynolds Equation for thin lm lubrication which is not directly ap
plicable to seals One reason why so few data are available for twophase dynamic
coecient may be that pump manufacturers design twophase pumps so that they
can deal with  gas and  liquid and assume that these cases will be the
limiting ones for the design The results of Iwatsubo  Nishino   support this
assumption This means that if the seal forces are destabilizing on the system the
pure liquid seal will excite the system with a greater force than the pure gas seal
and if the seal forces are stabilizing on the system behaviour the gas seal will have
a smaller stabilizing force than the liquid seal However  in Iwatsubo  Nishino 
 where this conclusion was made  shock waves were not considered Hence  one
cannot conclude in general that the single phase gas and liquid calculations will give
the limiting factors for design
Since liquid annular seals were of main interest to the industrial partners of this
project  gas and twophase seals will not be considered further in this thesis
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	 Detailed Navier Stokes solutions
Computational Fluid Dynamics  CFD  has in addition to experimental and purely
theoretical research become #a new third approach in the philosophical study and
development of the whole discipline of uid dynamics" Anderson Jr   With
CFD the fundamental equations for uid ow can be solved by dividing an arbitrarily
shaped volume of uid into a discrete number of points at which unknown variables
like velocity  pressure  etc can be computed In theory the fundamental Navier
Stokes equations see for example the derivation in White   can be used to
solve all the details of a ow eld  but in practice the computational eort in doing
so is too great One major challenge is to deal with turbulence see denitions in
Tennekes  Lumley  	

 Turbulence models
Since the length scales of turbulent ow typically are several orders of magnitude
smaller than a practical computational grid approximate models have been suggested
The ReynoldsAveraged NavierStokes RANS for incompressible ows  as derived
in for example White    provide a starting point for turbulence modeling and
practical turbulent ow computations
The uctuating velocities due to turbulence introduce six unknowns in the RANS
equations and many turbulence models that attempt to calculate these have been
proposed None of them have proved to be superior to the others for all types of ow
It is therefore up to the user of a CFD program to chose the method which is most
appropriate for a given problem see for example the discussion in Rodi  
Although the detailed solutions of the Navier  Stokes equations oer new insight
into eects like secondary ow pattern Taylor vortices  new questions arise about the
turbulence and wall models used The much used k     turbulence model  for which
two partial dierential equations are solved for turbulent kinetic energy production
k and dissipation    does not include the boundary layer development from the seal
entrance or arbitrary wall roughness eects Also authors like Launder  Spalding 
	 and Rodi   question the applicability of the k     turbulence model for
swirling ows and comment that some of the constants in the model need to be
calibrated to the specic ow in order to yield good results
Rodi   discusses a range of available turbulence models and their applicability
Apparently a Reynolds Stress dierential turbulence model may oer an interesting
solution to uid ow in seals since it allows for anisotropic turbulence eects No re
sults for whirling seals with this type of turbulence model where found in the literature
survey
 CFD solutions to whirling seals
The early work by Dietzen  Nordmann   describes a quasi D FiniteDierence
based technique for solution of the Navier Stokes equation for incompressible ow in
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polar coordinates and includes turbulence by the k   model First order perturbation
equations were also solved and rotordynamic coecients compared well to the bulk
ow solution of Childs   Later Dietzen  Nordmann   gives a full D
solution to the Navier Stokes equations in a rotating frame of reference This solution
permits nite perturbations which enable studies of eccentricity eects A limitation
of the solution is the assumptions of inlet and exit conditions which are not accurately
known Nordmann  Weiser   showed similar solutions to Labyrinth Seals and
got good agreement with experimental data for rotordynamic coecients
For liquid annular seals Baskharone   and Athavale et al    compared the
theoretical solutions of the detailed threedimensional ow eld based on the k    
turbulence model and laser anemometer measurements by Morrison et al   
 and
Thames III  
 Athavale et al    conclude that the agreement between the
theoretical solution and the experimental is fair to good but they comment that the
measurements show that the turbulence in the seal is clearly anisotropic  which means
that the isotropic k     model has limited applicability
Baskharone   concludes that the theoretical solution obtained by his pertur
bation approach to a whirling seal yields good results in the downstream half of the
seal where admission losses have dissipated He also makes the important note that
the pressure eld which is needed to obtain rotordynamic coecients is among the
least sensitive thermophysical quantities Hence  it is quite possible to get reasonable
results for rotordynamic coecients although other details of the ow eld have been
poorly solved Since the ow eld inside a seal has a clearly identiable length scale
it is also possible to use simpler turbulence models than the k     and still get good
result for uid dynamic force For example Tam et al    use a mixing length
concept described in Launder  Spalding  	 and a lumped model of uid dy
namic force from Muszynska  b  Muszynska  a based on the average
circumferential velocity ratio
In order to handle complex geometries in an easy manner Baskharone  Hensel 
a and Baskharone  Hensel  b used a Finite Element based Navier Stokes
solution that includes a perturbation solution that stems from the discrete nite
element form rather than the dierential form used by for example Dietzen  Nord
mann   Baskharone  Hensel  a compare results for radial velocity pro
les in the seal to measurements done by Morrison et al    and does numerical
studies on grid renement to get an optimal grid that has negligible numerical errors
and gives minimum calculation time
Athavale et al    and Athavale et al    describe a threedimensional CFD
code based on the Finite Volume method to predict uid ows and uid forces accu
rately in seals In Athavale et al    a low Reynolds Number k     turbulence
model was used to simulate the transition regime between laminar and fully turbu
lent ow Very good correlations between theoretical and experimental results by
Kanemori  Iwatsubo  
 were presented
As discussed above  surface roughness eects can contribute signicantly to leakage
and seal rotordynamics Tam et al    used dierent multipliers to smooth fric
tion factors for axial and circumferential ow based on a calibration to experiment
Another approach to surface roughness treatment was made by Lucas et al   
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and Lucas et al    who used an algebraic turbulent coecient model derived
from generalized Couette ow Their model was limited in protrusion height and
no relevant experimental data were available to determine whether their model was
superior to the bulk ow model in Childs   In a series of publications Arghir
 Fr$ene  	c  Arghir  Fr$ene  	a a NavierStokes  k     solution to seals is
outlined  and in Arghir  Fr$ene  	b wall roughness eects are introduced based
on the work by Koh  
 Koh  
 implements a wall law that is adjustable
to several types of surface roughness distributions in addition to the usual sandgrain
roughness treatment  and the law is made general enough so that there are no appar
ent limitations to the size of the roughness protrusions However  as surface roughness
geometry becomes so large that the uid ow in the voids or protrusions become im
portant CFD is currently not used due to the large computational eorts needed
Examples of such roughness geometries are hole  diamond  and honeycombpattern
seals where the pattern has depths similar to the seal clearance
 Advantages and disadvantages of CFD
CFD oers an alternative approach to bulkow models and has certain advantages
and disadvantages which are listed below
Advantages
 Eects from secondary ow elds may be studied
 Model geometry can be extended beyond seal entrance and exit
 Details of the seal ow may be studied and increase the understanding of the
physical phenomena
 Transient solutions including the seal whirling motion with a dened eccentricity
may be performed
 One may potentially increase accuracy of solution compared to bulkow models
Disadvantages
 Long computational time  possibly hours or days instead of seconds which is
common for bulkow solutions
 The accuracy of turbulence models is limited
 Discrete types of roughnesses in three dimensions like hole  diamond  and
honeycomb patterns are dicult to approach with this method due to the large
computational eorts needed
In this project it was desired to produce a fast and easy to use tool for predicting
seal characteristics Hence  it was decided not to use a full CFD approach Also
the approach in this thesis allows the analysis of holepattern seals which is currently
beyond the capabilities of CFD solutions
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However  it was decided to use a commercial CFDprogram  CFX  developed by AEA
Technology  UK  for detailed studies of seal surface proles and inletoutlet geometry
eects that could be applied in a bulkow formulation

 Conclusions from the literature survey
Based on the literature survey it was concluded that circumferentially grooved surfaces
show good potential for leakage reduction while keeping mechanical losses close to
those for smooth seals Although a some groove width and depths relative to seal
clearance or pipe diameter have been studied in the past no analytical friction factor
exists that cover a wide range rectangular groove geometries Since studies using
CFD had proved to yield good results for leakage predictions for numerous grooved
seals it was decided to use CFD to study a range of groove geometries not covered in
the literature The goal being to derive an analytical friction factor for engineering
use This is the topic of Chapter  where also a friction factor for hole pattern seals
will be proposed
Although seal bulk ow models predict dynamic coecients well for plain seals and
seals with a machining type roughness  the methods lack accuracy when dealing with
groove and hole pattern seals It has been concluded in the literature that lack
of an accurate friction factors may be a major reason for discrepancies in results
Hence  it was decided to use the friction factor developed in Chapter  in a bulk
ow theory approach described in Childs   and Nordmann et al   	  for
predicting rotordynamic coecients Chapter  covers this theory and comparisons
to experimental result
Since future research might produce new friction factors for other types of surface
roughnesses it was decided to modify the theory development so that inclusion of
new friction factors would be simplied It was also found in Childs   and
Nordmann et al   	 that moment coecients for tapered annular seals where
missing in their bulk ow approach  so their theory was modied to include these
coecients in Chapter 
Since the attractive friction factor for the transition to turbulent ow by Zirkelback
 San Andres   had not been implemented in the approach by Childs   it
was decided to do so in this thesis  and to compare the result to those by Iwatsubo 
Sheng   to verify if this friction factor would improve the results for rotordynamic
coecients in the transition to turbulence region
Regarding seal exit loss the knowledge regarding what factors inuence it seemed to be
weak Since the inlet loss coecients dependency on swirl is inconclusive in previous
research a testrig was proposed to investigate both inlet and exit coecients It
was also decided to study the friction factor for turbulent ow in shallow grooved
seals  and to do comparisons of transition to turbulence friction factors for machine
roughened seals From the experiment  comparisons to the theoretical friction factors
used in this thesis could also be made Chapter  concerns this experiment
Chapter 
Seal leakage predictions by
CFD
  Introduction
In this chapter a friction factor will be developed for seals with rectangular grooves and
a friction factor for hole pattern seals is proposed based on a similarity assumption
By deriving explicit analytical formulas for predicting friction factors for grooves and
hole patterns the leakage and tangential friction of seals that have any of the  rotor
stator combinations below can be studied
Table  Stator and rotor roughness combinations
ROTOR STATOR
Smooth Smooth
Machining Roughness Machining roughness
Grooved Grooved
Hole pattern Hole pattern
It is known from the literature on grooved seals that the friction factor in the axial
direction is signicantly smaller than than the tangential for the same bulk ow ve
locity The rst part of this chapter deals with axial friction and the second part with
tangential friction It was decided to study a test matrix of  dierent groove geome
tries by using Computational Fluid Dynamics CFD The purpose of the proposed
study was to
 Find suitable groove patterns for leakage reductions
 Derive analytical expressions for the groove friction factors which can be used
in mathematical models for predicting rotordynamic characteristics
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 Suggest a friction factor for hole pattern seals based on an assumption of similar
ows in grooves and holes
With CFD only a fraction of the seal needs to be analyzed in order to extract the
friction factor needed for computationally fast and easy to use bulk ow models
Although there are several limitations in CFD such as the accuracy of turbulence
models  limits to discretisation  and the accuracy of boundary conditions it has proved
to give useful results for grooved seals in the past  see for example Nordmann 
Weiser   The software used for the computations are described in Appendix A
 Description of numerical study
Fig  shows a seal with grossly exaggerated clearance and taper The friction factor
may be given in dierent formats  and the one used here is the so called Fanning format
which was used for seals by Black   For a seal with constant clearance it is
given by
P
in
  P
ex
 f

L

C

W
 



where P
in
and P
ex
are the pressures at the seal inlet and exit respectively  f is the
friction factor  L is the seal length  C
in
 C
ex
 C is the minimum lm thickness  W
is the bulk axial velocity  is the uid density
In order to nd the average friction factor given by Eq  for a grooved seal the
hypothesis was that one can split the grooved surface into three dierent control
volumes as shown in Fig 
 and calculate the friction factor for rotorstator and
grooveland separately When the shear stress on each surface is known the combined
average shear can be calculated Control volume I in Fig 
 can be treated as
regular plain seal and the wall friction can be calculated when bulk velocities are
known For control volume II the only unknown shear stresses are 
zgs
and 
 gs
 So
the objective in the CFD analyses sections was to determine explicit formulae for
these shear stresses For a concentric seal there will be no net radial ow in control
volume III so this volume was not considered
In the numerical study the minimum clearance is constant  but at the end of the
chapter tapered seals will be taken into account by including the local minimum see
through lm thickness H see Fig  in the formulation
The test matrix of groove geometries proposed is shown in Table 
 and Fig 
Experimental studies by HMobius   discussed in Chapter 
 indicate that the
friction factor can be assumed constant over a wide range of Reynolds numbers 
  with an accuracy of about   percent The hypothesis of insignicant
Reynolds number dependency was tested for the range  	 Re
z
	 
 for
one of the geometries The hypothesis was found to hold within similar limits as
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Figure  Tapered and grooved liquid annular seal with exaggerated clearance and
taper Detail A shows the parameters for the groove patterns to be studied in this
chapter Detail B shows the machining roughness
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Figure 
 Description of shear stresses  wall velocity  bulk ow velocities for groove
and land portions of the seal
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Table 
 Geometry and uid properties description
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the experimental results of HMobius   Hence the Reynolds number was kept
constant at  for the remaining analyses
For the landwidth inuence Florancic   and Marquette et al   	 used the
friction factor by Moody   for the land part and a separate treatment for the
grooves An introductory numerical study was carried out  and it supported the
validity of this approach Hence  by deriving a friction factor for the grooves separate
from the land see Fig 
 the total friction factor could be calculated In this study
the land to groove width ratio was kept at  throughout
The axial friction factor dependency on rotational speed is very signicant for ow in
the transition between laminar and turbulent ow but much less so in the fully tur
bulent region as found in Yamada  
a To study the axial friction factor without
swirl dependency the test matrix in Figure  was rst studied with no rotational
speed Subsequently swirl was included to calculate the tangential friction and to
study how the axial friction factor changes with rotational speed The tangential
gs
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Figure  Overview of the  seal geometries The land width L
ls
is L
gs
for the
whole test matrix Dimensions are in millimeters  R
r
is constant
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friction is important to predict swirl development  rotordynamic coecients  and me
chanical loss accurately  and it will be developed at the end of this chapter with the
assumption that the axial bulk velocity is in the same order of magnitude or greater
than the tangential The reason for this assumption beeing that most annular seals
operate with predominantly axial ow
The rotor radius to clearance ratio is greater than or equal to 
 for the proposed
test matrix  and it is assumed that the friction factor is independent of this ratio
Comparisons between the friction factor developed in this chapter and experimental
results by other authors support this assumption
Although the test matrix for the numerical studies only involves grooves on the stator
it is assumed that the friction factor developed is such that grooves can be placed
either on rotor or stator or both The experimental results of Yamada  
a support
this assumption
 Model description
The geometry modelled for the axial friction factor analyses consists of an inlet section
 times the clearance and an outlet section that is  times the clearance The
length of the rough part varies from model to model with a lower limit of  times
the minimum clearance see Fig  These choices were made so that the inlet and
outlet boundary conditions would not inuence the result signicantly in the rough
section The length of the rough section itself was such that a fully developed ow
would exist for parts of the section  and from this the friction factor was extracted
Table  shows a summary of the number of grooves studied for the test matrix
Table  Number of grooves modelled for the various analyses  clearance is given in
millimeters L
ls
 L
gs
and e
gs
 mm for all analyses
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An example of the computational grid is shown in Fig 	 Although geometric
progression of cell sizes can be used to reduce the computational eorts it increases
the numerical truncation error For a central dierencing scheme Hirsch    which
is used in the CFXprogram see Appendix A  it can be shown that the truncation
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error is proportional to the dierence in two consecutive mesh lengths Hence  the
mesh progression was kept as low as the computational resources allowed
C
10 CMinimum 40 C30 C
Rr
Exit Entrance
Figure  Model geometry
 Grid details
The computational grid Fig  shows a groove geometry modelled with a square
grid and Fig  shows a geometry where grid stretching was used For a clearance
between  and  mm the number of cells across the minimum clearance was
 For a clearance of   
  or  mm the number of cells across C were   
 
and  respectively A grid of square cells was used in the rough section if the total
number of cells was below  Otherwise the grid was stretched so that square
cells were located at the entrance and exit corners where gradients in the ow eld
are large The grid was stretched to maximum cell sizes at the middle of the groove
see Fig 	 where gradients are small In the inlet and exit regions the grid was
stretched in the axial direction as shown in Fig 
Grid at entranceGrid at exit
C 1/3 C
30 C 10 C
Figure  Example of grid stretching in entrance and exit portions of the model
 Boundary conditions
Fig  describes the boundary conditions applied for the twodimensional analyses
All the walls were treated as hydraulically smooth White    and the default
log law velocity prole wall function in CFX was used CFX  	 For the inlet a
uniform velocity was described  so called Dirichlet boundary Hirsch   Since
the Reynolds number  Re
z
  relative to the minimum clearance was constant for all
analyses the axial velocity was calculated as shown in Fig  Inlet turbulent
kinetic energy  k  and the dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy    were specied
as shown in  The expressions for k and   were suggested in CFX  	
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egs= 0.08

C=0.1
Lgs= 0.48Lls = 0.288
Figure  Example of geometry were a square grid was used for the grooves
 Program options
User specied options are given in Table 
The algorithm used to couple the pressure eld solution to the momentum equa
tions is the so called SIMPLEC routine SemiImplicit Method for PressureLinked
Equations by Doormal  Raithby  
Lgs = 0.48Lls = 0.288
C=0.0125
Groove ex i t
Figure 	 Example of grid stretching at grooves for models where square grid would
be impossible to compute with the resources available
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Wall velocity = 0,
logarithmic law of the wall
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Y
Figure  Boundary conditions Re
z
  for all analyses
 Results
 Sensitivity study
The axial pressure gradient in the rough section is needed in order to calculate the
friction factor f  Before the whole matrix of geometries was analysed  a study was
made on how the pressure gradient depends on grid renement  length of inlet and
outlet regions  and length of rough section The results of this study are summarized
as follows
 The sensitivity study showed no signicant variations in the pressure drop when
the grid was varied to give nondimensional wall distance  y

  White   in
the range  to  Although an ideal value of y

equal to  is recommended
in Wakes  Hold%  	  it was decided to accept y

values in the range
 	 y

	  for the further studies
Table  Program options chosen
Option Comments
Cylindrical coordinates Radial and axial direction

D solution No tangential ow
Turbulent ow Default k     model
Isothermal ow No viscous heating
Incompressible ow
Steady state solution Variation in time excluded
Convergence criterion Residual mass ow less than  times total ow
Max 
 iterations Typically convergence after  iterations
 RESULTS 	
 Variations in the inlet length showed that an inlet length ten times the minimum
clearance or greater gave insignicant change in the pressure prole for the rough
section Hence  the inlet length was kept at C for the remaining analyses
 The outlet boundary condition corresponds to fully developed ow According
to the guidelines from White   one would expect fully developed ow to
exist after  hydraulic diameters In this study the exit length was nally set
to C which is  hydraulic diameters Exit lengths greater than C showed
little inuence on the pressure prole and increased computer time
 The length of the grooved portion should ideally be such that fully developed
ow can be observed for all quantities in a portion of the seal However  it
was found that the pressure drop pattern develops faster than for example the
velocity prole Although an ideal developed ow was not achievable for all
tests due to computational limitations  the loss of accuracy is expected to be
negligible
 Examples of numerical results
To illustrate the ow in eld in the grooves the result for the example geometries in
Figures  and 	 are shown in Figures  and  The groove geometry is the
same for both models while the clearance is dierent
Each vector plot shows a main recirculation vortex This vortex contributes strongly
to viscous dissipation of energy which gives a major contribution to the pressure drop
In Fig  the velocity prole at the entrance of the groove does not change much
before exit of the groove  while Fig  shows a signicant diusion of in the velocity
prole throughout the groove As the clearance approaches zero the ow eld is such
that the groove viscous losses may be treated as a succession of land exit and entrance
losses This limit was considered when deriving the analytical friction factor in this
chapter By assuming a land entrance and exit loss of  and  times the axial
kinetic energy White   good qualitative agreement with the proposed friction
factor was found as the seal clearance approached zero
 Axial pressure drop and friction factor
Fig  shows the pressure prole along the rotor wall from inlet to outlet for a
single groove pattern and the average pressure gradient extracted for friction factor
calculations The graph can be divided in the smooth inlet  rough intermediate  and
smooth outlet section Qualitatively one can see that the gradients at the smooth
outlet and inlet  are nearly the same as should be expected for fully developed ow
The total friction factor given by Eq  was found by using a least squares curve
t to a straight line for the downstream half of the rough section The whole rough
section was not used since it takes approximately  hydraulic diameters before the
pressure drop pattern repeats itself
In the literature for example in Childs   it has proved to be useful to split the
friction factor  f   in Eq  in one part for the stator and one for the rotor
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Figure  Velocity vectors and contours for groove number ten from inlet L
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Figure  Velocity vectors and contours for groove number three from the inlet
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Figure  Axial pressure plot for C   mm 
e
gs
 C
  and
L
gs
e
gs
   and
pressure gradients extracted
f  f
zs
 f
r

 

where f
zs
and f
r
stator and rotor friction factors respectively The reason for intro
ducing the zsubscript for the stator is that for the grooved surface the friction factor
is no longer isotropic Further one may split f
zs
in one friction factor for the land
zone and one for the groove so that
f
zs

L
ls
L
ls
 L
gs
f
ls

L
gs
L
ls
 L
gs
f
zgs

where L
ls
and L
gs
are the lengths of the land and groove of the stator respectively
f
ls
and f
zgs
are the separate friction factors for the land and groove
 CHAPTER  SEAL LEAKAGE PREDICTIONS BY CFD
From detail A in Fig  which shows pressure drop at the inlet of a groove one
can see that it takes approximately four minimum clearances  C  from the start of a
land section before the pressure gradient becomes approximately constant This was
observed throughout the analyses and a modication to Eq  was proposed
f
zs

L
ls
  C
L
ls
 L
gs
f
ls

L
gs
L
ls
 L
gs
f
zgs

If L
ls
  C 	  it is set equal to zero Hence  the expression for the groove friction
factor becomes
f
zgs



f   f
r
 
L
ls
  C
L
ls
 L
gs
f
ls

L
ls
 L
gs
L
gs

The modication to Eq  proposed here has very little signicance when the friction
factor in the land zone is very small compared to the friction factor for the grooved
part However  when this is not the case  the correlation is better with the modi
cation proposed By using Eq  the friction factor for the grooved portion of the
stator was extracted and the results for the complete test matrix are shown in Table
 f
r
 f
l
  friction factor for smooth seal at an axial Reynolds number
of 
Table  Axial friction factor for grooved part of stator f
zgs
 L
ls
 L
gs
  e
gs

mm for all analyses The entries marked X and XX were not reported due to
numerical diculties
e
gs
C
n
L
gs
e
gs
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As shown in Table  it was not possible to get reliable results for the complete test
matrix due to numerical problems The numerical diculties that were encountered
were of two dierent types Those entries labeled XX in Table  were not obtained
due to geometric problems The single precision preprocessor was not able to produce
the desired grid The entry labeled X was not reported due to convergence diculties
No great eort was made to try to resolve the two problems above since the trend
 ANALYTIC AXIAL FRICTION FACTOR FOR GROOVED SEALS 
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Figure 
 Friction factor for grooved part of stator Entries marked X and XX
were extrapolated to smooth seal friction factor values for graphical presentation
from the surrounding points indicated that the friction factor would approach a very
small value  close to that of a smooth seal
The maximum friction factor found was for
e
gs
 C
 
	  and
L
gs
e
gs
  It is highlighted
in Table  and Fig 
 The ratio between the groove friction factor and the
hydraulically smooth friction factor for Re
z
  is approximately  Based on
Eq  the corresponding groove seal leakage would be only  of a smooth seal
The steep gradient along the
e
gs
 C
axis may be signicant for dynamic characteristics
as is commented by Childs  Fayolle   The signicance of the friction factor
gradient will be investigated further in Chapter 
 Analytic axial friction factor for grooved seals
To make more general use of the the friction factor in Table  an analytic expression
was sought by curve tting One way to approach the problem is to start out with
a known function for a type of roughness and then introduce a roughness height
multiplier k
m
see Schlichting  	 The equation chosen here is Moodys friction
factor for commercial pipelines in the format used by Childs   for seals

 CHAPTER  SEAL LEAKAGE PREDICTIONS BY CFD
f
moody
 	

 


e

C



Re
z

 



Re
z


WC

	
According to Moody   this formula should be accurate to within  for a
clean new commercial pipe and Reynolds numbers greater than  In this study
completely turbulent ow is considered and the Reynolds number dependency is ex
cluded By replacing the roughness height e in Moodys formula with the groove depth
e
gs
the proposed friction factor for fully developed turbulent ow over a grooved sur
face then becomes
f
zgs
 	

 


e
gs

C
k
m

 



where the unknown roughness multiplier k
m
is a function of roughness shape f
zgs
is given by Table  and k
m
is readily found To utilize Eq  k
m
needs to be
expressed as a function of
e
gs
 C
and
L
gs
e
gs
 Standard curve tting techniques polynomial 
exponential etc as suggested by Holman   were tried initially  but no method
was found that would give good correlation for the complete region However  by
observing the shape of the curve in the dierent regions and the number of inection
points the following expression for k
m
was proposed
k
m
 e
 a
s
p
e
gs
C
b
s
	

The two unknowns a
s

 b
s
are constant for a given groove geometry and they were
found by graphically comparing the desired k
m
values to the results of Eq  The
values for a
s

 b
s
where subsequently plotted as a function of the
L
gs
e
gs
ratio and curve
t by inspection as well The resulting expressions are
a
s
   tanh  L
es
   

p
L
es
  
b
s
   e
 
L
es
 	L
 

es
 	L


es
   
where L
es

L
gs
e
gs
 In addition to the test matrix two limits were considered for
Equations  and  For L
es
  there will be no grooves and a minimum
 ANALYTIC AXIAL FRICTION FACTOR FOR GROOVED SEALS 
clearance so the multiplier should be zero For L
es
 there will be no grooves and
the clearance would be C  e
gs
and the multiplier  k
m
  was set to zero
The ratio between CFD results from Table  and curve t data are given in Table 
and Fig  Most curve t results are within  of the CFD solution  although
exceptions exist particularly at the fringes of the test matrix
Table  Ratio CFDCurve t friction factor for grooved part of stator L
ls

L
gs
  e
gs
 mm for all analyses
e
gs
C
n
L
gs
e
gs
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 CHAPTER  SEAL LEAKAGE PREDICTIONS BY CFD
 Comparison to experimental results
Three references  Black  Cochrane  	  HMobius    and Yamada  
a
were chosen for comparison of the new analytical friction model and experiments
Figure  shows an overview of the range of groove geometries that were studied by
these authors together with results based on the proposed analytical friction factor
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Figure  Friction factor given by Equations  to  and overview of experi
mental groove geometries
Yamada
The experiment of Yamada  
a was carried out in the transition between laminar
and turbulent ow with a Reynolds number range of Re
z
  to 
 In this
comparison only the friction factor at the highest axial Reynolds number recorded
by Yamada was used Yamada also tested a range of tangential Reynolds numbers 
but here comparisons were made to his results for zero rotational speed Table 	
shows groove friction factors  f
gY
  obtained by setting f
gY
 f
zgs
in Eq  from
Yamadas experiment and comparisons to the analytical friction factor in Eq 
Equation 
 was used to calculate the separate friction factor for rotor and the
land part of the stator in Yamadas experiment The nomenclature used is shown in
Fig  Since Yamada used the Darcy Weisbach friction factor format his friction
factors were divided by four to t in the Fanning format used here  and the Reynolds
number used by Yamada was multiplied by two to t in the format used in Eq 	
All friction factors from Yamadas results were retrieved at an axial Reynolds number
of  apart from the two geometries CA and H	 for which Re
z
  Note
that when the land zone is less than four times the minimum clearance L
ls
  C in
Eq  is set to zero
 ANALYTIC AXIAL FRICTION FACTOR FOR GROOVED SEALS 
The last column in Table 	 shows the ratio between the friction factor f
gY
for
grooved part from the results of Yamada and the analytic friction factor f
zgs
from
Eq 
Table 	 Yamadas geometry and friction factor comparisons e
gs
  mm for all
geometries apart from I for which e
gs
 mm The rst column is the geometry
description used by Yamada
Geo C L
gs
L
ls
C
L
gs
e
gs
e
gs
C
f f
gY
f
zgs
f
gY
f
zgs
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Black  Cochrane
Black  Cochrane  	 did experiments with axial Reynolds numbers from 
to  and provided the Hirs  	 formula for the friction factor for the rotor
and stator respectively as follows
f
rs
 m
rs
Re
rs

n
r s


where Re
s
and Re
r
are the Reynolds numbers relative to the stator and rotor re
spectively and the constants m
s
  n
s
  m
r
  and n
r
were determined experimentally To
convert Blacks reported friction factor f
B
for the stator based on the average seal
clearance to the friction factor f
zs
Eq  based on the minimum seal clearance 
Eq  derived in Appendix D was used
 CHAPTER  SEAL LEAKAGE PREDICTIONS BY CFD
 
f
zs
f
B


R
R
B

 

C
C
B



Average clearance in Blacks case is 
C
B
 C 
L
gs
L
ls
 L
gs
e
gs

and the average radius R

 R
r
C
B

 while the average radius based on minimum
clearance is R  R
r
 C
 The ve dierent geometries studied by Black and the
corresponding friction factors for the stator are given in Table 
Table  Blacks geometry and friction factor Constants Re
z
  R
r


mm  C  mm 
L
gs
L
ls
L
gs
  
L
ls
 C
L
ls
L
gs
 
 
L
ls
C
 	
Geo e
gs
L
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e
gs
e
gs
C
n
s
m
s
f
B
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With a known friction factor for the stator f
zs
  which combines the grooves and the
land parts of the grooved surface  Eq  was used to determine the friction factor
for the grooves only The friction factor for the land part f
ls
needed to calculate f
zgs
was calculated based on Eq 
 and the coecients m
s
and n
s
from geometry A in
Table 
Table  Comparison of the experimental friction factor for the grooved part of
stator by Black  and the current theoretical friction factor
Geo f
zgs
f
zgs
Ratio
Exp Theory
Theory
Exp
A NA NA NA
B 		
 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 
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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In Table  comparisons are made between the groove friction factor obtained from
Blacks experiment for a Reynolds number of   and the analytical friction fac
tor in Eq  Since results for only one Reynolds number are compared and the
 ANALYTIC AXIAL FRICTION FACTOR FOR GROOVED SEALS 	
comparisons are made for the grooved part only one may ask How well does the
proposed model predict the total friction factor in Eq 
 and leakage for the given
geometry in Blacks experiment for Reynolds numbers between  and & To
answer this question it was assumed that Blacks smooth rotor surface has a friction
factor given by
f
r
 	Re
z

 
 

where the coecients mr  	 and nr   
 are from a smooth seal as found
by Yamada  
b
With this assumption one can calculate the total friction factor by using Equations

      and  and compare this with the total friction factor from Blacks
experiment If one excludes inlet and exit losses for the seal  the ratio between
predicted leakage and Blacks leakage data are the square root of the inverse friction
factor ratio From Fig  it can be seen that the proposed analytical model predicts
leakage within  of the experimental for Reynolds numbers greater than 	 and
less than 
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Figure  Comparison of Blacks experimental leakage and theoretical predictions
for axial Reynolds numbers from  to 
 CHAPTER  SEAL LEAKAGE PREDICTIONS BY CFD
Mobius
HMobius   studied the friction factor for water ow in pipes with transverse
ribs for axial Reynolds numbers between  and  By comparing Tables  
  and 	 one can see that the relative roughnesses for Mobius experiment were
low compared to the experiments of Black  Cochrane  	 and Yamada  
a
The friction factor in Mobius experiment varied approximately  over the whole
Reynolds number range  and in Table  the mean value is reported Only one of
the geometries  ie  tested by HMobius   fall within the CFD test matrix so for
all the other geometries extrapolations are made by Equations  to 
HMobius   used a volume average radius given by the formula
!r 
s
r
 
min
L
l
 r
 
max
L
g
L
ls
 L
g

where r
min
is the minimum radius and r
max
is the maximum  and L
l
and L
g
are the
width of land and groove respectively The friction factor
!
f found for this average
radius can be converted to the friction factor f at the minimum radius by means of
the conversion factor  see Appendix D for derivation
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Table  Mobius geometry and friction factor comparisons The rst column is
the geometry description used by Mobius
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 ANALYTIC AXIAL FRICTION FACTOR FOR GROOVED SEALS 
 Discussion of axial friction factor results
The results for the axial friction factor of the CFD analyses show smooth trends
for the major part of the test matrix Numerical diculties in the CFD software
used were experienced for those points named X and XX in Table  Some of
the neighboring points indicate that less accuracy can be expected in these regions
Sources of inaccuracies for deriving the analytical expression for the friction factor by
CFD are as follows
 The groove geometry is sharp edged in theory  not in practice
 The chosen k   turbulence model is known to overpredict inlet losses somewhat
Arghir  Fr$ene  
 Inaccuracies due to undesirable grid stretching for points labeled XX in Table

 Convergence diculties for shallow grooves give larger uncertainties for groove
geometries close to the point labeled X in Table 
 Limited accuracy of the law of the wall relating the velocity of the near wall
cells to wall shear stresses
 Discretization errors
 Inaccuracies in the curve tting of CFD results to an analytical expression
 Limited accuracy in the conversion formula for a friction factor dealing with a
combined land and groove surface to a friction factor for the grooves only
Experimental inaccuracies may be listed as follows
 Measurement inaccuracies
 Roundness of groove corners not documented
 Conversion of Blacks experimental data to a curve t
Despite all the uncertainties of the proposed analytic formula the friction factor is
predicted within 
 for a great range of groove geometries and Reynolds numbers
In turn this indicates leakage predictions within  This is similar to results
obtained by Marquette et al   	 who studied two geometries experimentally and
uses a dierent theoretical approach From the comparison to Blacks results there
is a trend that the proposed friction factor will underpredict the friction factor at
low Reynolds numbers   	 One will have to include a Reynolds number
dependency in the proposed friction factor to improve results in this region
The CFD results show that optimal leakage reduction is given by
 As short land zone as possible and ribs on both rotor and stator
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 The optimal groove width to depth ratio is about  from the CFD and analytical
results while the groove depth to hydraulic diameter ratio
e
gs
 C
is 
	 for the
CFD results and  from the analytic formula In order to nd a more
accurate location of this optimal point further studies are needed Comparing
the maximum friction factor for grooves in Fig 
 to a smooth surface friction
factor of the same minimum clearance indicates that the leakage for a smooth
seal may be reduced by 	 at Re
z
  and  at Re
z
  by
introducing rectangular grooves
For dynamic characteristics the friction factor gradient with respect to
e
gs
 C
is im
portant  and it is interesting to observe that near the optimal
e
gs
 C
point for leakage
reduction there are steep positive and negative gradients The signicance of the
gradient when prediction dynamic characteristics will be studied in Chapter 
	 Tangential friction factor
In an annular seal for rotordynamic applications the main leakage path is shown
in Fig 

 The axial friction factor proposed in the previous section only covers
only axial ow while tangential ow is present in practice The tangential ow has
a signicant inuence on the rotordynamic characteristics of the seal as shown by
von Pragenau  
 The method used by Nordmann et al   	 which couples
a known axial friction factor to a smooth tangential friction factor does not appear
to be accurate as discussed in Childs et al    As Yamada  
a concluded
the groove patterns that he studied gave very little change in the tangential friction
compared to a smooth seal For a rst approximation it is tempting to treat the
grooves as a smooth surface for the tangential friction factor However  it will be
shown by the numerical study carried out in this section that there is a signicant
increase in tangential friction for certain groove geometries compared to that for a
smooth seal
The tangential shear stress on the rotor and stator walls for a surface with isotropic
roughness by Childs   and Hirs  	 can be given in a slightly modied form
to take into account the anisotropic stator surface used in the numerical analyses for
this section
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
 s
is the average tangential shear stress at the grooved stator surface  
r
is the average
tangential shear stress at the smooth rotor surface  
r
and 
s
are shear stresses in the
direction of the total ow velocity relative to the rotor and stator respectively The
dierence from the isotropic formulation is that the friction factor for the tangential
direction f
 s
diers from the axial f
zs
developed in the previous section
 TANGENTIAL FRICTION FACTOR 
The bulk velocities relative to the rotor and stator surfaces are
U
s

p
W
 
 U
 


U
r

q
W
 
 U  R
 


In the the comparison to CFD simulations in this section the average grooveland
shear stresses are calculated along a single cylindrical control volume based on the
minimum seal clearance Hence  the tangential friction factor for shear stress calcu
lations can be given as follows
f
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L
ls
L
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gs
f
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L
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L
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gs
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


When no machining roughness is superimposed on the grooved stator  which is the
case for the CFD study  f
ls
  f
 gs
  and Re
s
are given by
f
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The unknown parameter that needs to be determined is  
 gs
  the eective relative
tangential surface roughness for stator grooves
To determine  
 gs
at the groove part of the control volume surface numerical studies
were carried out for the geometries shown in Table 
Before performing the CFD simulations  it had to be decided what rotational speeds
should be used for the analyses If the coupling between axial and tangential friction
were strong one would have to solve the test matrix for a range of dierent rotational
speeds to develop a functional relationship Therefore  an initial test was performed
on a subset of geometries where tangential wall speeds were     
  and  times the
axial bulk ow speed The study showed that the axial pressure drop was virtually
independent of rotational speed  and it was decided to neglect this dependency for
the friction factor in the grooved section For the remaining analyses the tangential
wall velocity of the rotor was set to two times the axial bulk velocity
If one could study a fully developed swirling ow one could observe the bulk swirl
velocity
U
R
r

and readily determine the ratio between the friction factor for the smooth

 CHAPTER  SEAL LEAKAGE PREDICTIONS BY CFD
Table  Number of grooves modelled for the various analyses  clearance is given
in millimeters L
ls
 L
gs
and e
gs
 mm for all analyses
e
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and grooved surface However  swirl development was found to be very slow  and to
really get fully developed swirling ow one would have to model greater seal lengths
than in the study of purely axial ow This was not possible due to the computational
time required The method chosen to avoid this problem was the following
 A plug swirl velocity  times the rotor speed was specied at the inlet
 A user FORTRAN routine was written in CFX to nd the mean tangential ow
velocity along the minimum clearance as a function of axial position
 By using Eq 
	 below  derived in Chapter   the swirl development by the
bulk ow solution was calculated and matched to the CFD solution by graphi
cally nding the best choice of the unknown equivalent relative roughness  
 gs

 From the derived value of the relative roughness  
 gs
the fully developed tangen
tial swirl u

was calculated for RW  
 when the rotor and internal groove
surfaces are smooth and there is no land zone for the stator
 An analytic function relating u

to the groove geometry was then derived
 By assuming that an equal machining roughness for the rotor and stator land
and internal grooves would yield the same u

value  an expression for the
equivalent stator groove roughness was established This equivalent roughness
includes the combined friction do to groove geometry and machining roughness
inside the grooves inside the grooves
The bulk ow equation for swirl development is given in dimensionless form by Childs 

 TANGENTIAL FRICTION FACTOR 
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where u is the nondimensional swirl velocity  u
s
and u
r
are the nondimensional total
velocity relative to the stator and rotor respectively The parameters containing the
friction factors are 
 s
 f
 s

L

C
	
and 
 r
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r

L

C
	

The friction factor for the smooth rotor f
r
is given by
f
r
 	

 


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so the only term which is aected by the equivalent relative stator roughness  
 gs

e
gs
 C
is the friction factor f
 s
given by Eq 
 The ordinary dierential equation

	 was solved in mathematical software  MATLAB version 
 By using this pro
cedure the desired value for  
 gs
which matched the swirl development found by CFD
simulations could be established
 CFD model description
The model description options used in the CFX program were the same as described
in Section   with the following exceptions
 Quasi three dimensional ow eld  which means that the computational grid
is twodimensional  but the tangential velocity is computed The tangential
velocity can have gradients in the radial and axial direction  but it is constant
for the tangential direction
 An initial guess for swirl 
Uz	
R
   in the tangential direction was made to
speed up convergence
 The wall velocity in the tangential direction for rotor was twice the axial bulk
ow
 Inlet tangential velocity
U
	
R
 
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 Results
One striking observation based on the CFD solutions was that for each groove width
to depth ratio the swirl development was almost independent of the groove depth
to clearance ratio Hence  it was chosen to make the analytic tangential friction
factor only a function of the groove width to depth ratio In Fig  the bulk
tangential swirl velocity is plotted as function of nondimensional axial distance from
the entrance to the exit for the equivalent relative stator roughness  
 gs
that best ts
the CFD solution This gure indicates that the tangential friction increases as the
ratio of groove width to depth ratio 
L
gs
e
gs
  decreases For
L
gs
e
gs

 which is the optimal
for leakage reduction  the swirl development is almost identical to that of a smooth
seal  and hence one would expect an insignicant increase in mechanical loss for this
groove pattern on the stator compared to that for a smooth stator surface
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Figure  Nondimensional swirl velocity as a function of nondimensional axial
distance for groove width to depth ratios
L
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e
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  to 
The equivalent relative stator groove roughness e
 gs

C and the corresponding fully
developed swirl velocity relative to the stator without a land zone on the stator are
given in Table 
 Note that the relative tangential roughness is very dierent from
the axial relative roughness in Table  The circumferential grooves give only a small
increase in tangential friction compared to a smooth surface The roughness parame
ter e
 gs
is the Moody roughness height which gives the equivalent swirl development
as the corresponding groove pattern
u

based on a zero land zone for the grooves was calculated for dierent values of
 
 gs
based on the equations below The reason for solving for u

is that  
 gs
in Table

 only gives the eective roughness for tangential ow at the grooved surface when
 TANGENTIAL FRICTION FACTOR 
Table 
 Equivalent relative roughness e
 gs

C calculated when L
ls
 L
gs
and
e
gs
 mm and the corresponding fully developed swirl velocity for grooved stator
with zero land zone L
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 
L
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the groove walls are assumed to be hydraulically smooth In practice there will be a
machining roughness present both within the grooves and on the rotor To be able to
nd an expression for  
 gs
which includes the machining roughness inside the grooves
the following assumption was made The fully developed swirl velocity calculated for a
smooth rotor and smooth groove walls would be the same as the fully developed swirl
for grooves with rough walls if the rotor surface has the same roughness as the groove
walls In order to nd the desired expression for  
 gs
which includes the machining
roughness inside the grooves  the fully developed swirl velocity for a smooth rotor
surface was calculated by the following shear stress equations
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where f
r
and f
 gs
are given by Equations 
 and 
 Substituting the known
values into Eq 	 gives the following equation to be solved for u


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The solutions to the equation are given in Table 
 A curve t through the points
in the table gave the following expression for u


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u

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 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where L
es
is the groove width to depth ratio In the limit L
es
   the dimensionless
swirl u

  This limit was also used in order to derive Eq  The nal step
needed to calculate  
 gs
for rough groove walls is to introduce a machining roughness
for the grooved surface and the same roughness on the rotor The nondimensional
velocity relative to the rotor and stator for fully developed ow when RW  
 is
given by
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Now the ratio between the friction factor for the stator and rotor may be written
f
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From Eq
 the expression for  
 gs
can be expressed explicitly as
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where a

 

  a
 gs
 
  

e
s
 C
  and e
s
is the absolute roughness superimposed in
the grooves
In order to verify the applicability of the proposed tangential friction factor for swirl
prediction no direct comparison to experimental results was made since such results
were not available for any of the seal experiments found in the literature survey
Indirectly  however  the validity of the proposed formulation will be veried in Chapter
 where comparisons between experimentally determined dynamic coecients for the
seal and theoretical predictions based on the proposed model are made
 Summary
In this summary the friction factors developed for a grooved stator or rotor are
given in their nondimensional form To distinguish the friction factor of the rotor
from that of the stator the subscript convention r
 swas used to indicate two equations 
one for the rotor and one for the stator To extend the formulation to a tapered seal 
the local thickness H   which excludes the depth of the grooves  was introduced In
nondimensional form the lm thickness  h  is given by
h 
H
!
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r

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C
r

C
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ex
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where C
in
and C
ex
are the clearances at seal inlet and exit respectively
In summary the axial and tangential friction factor developed in this chapter can be
stated in nondimensional form
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
are as for the Moody friction factor a
 gr
and a
 gs
are given from the machining roughnesses e
r
and e
s
in the grooves on the
rotor and stator respectively Note that the groove depths for rotor and stator are
e
grs
while the machining roughnesses are e
rs


 Friction factor for hole patterned seals
Based on the friction factor for grooved seal a friction factor for hole pattern seals
was proposed based on the following assumptions
 The friction factor can be split into two separate parts One for the part of the
seal area covered by the land portion and one for the radially projected hole
area
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 The holes are placed in a uniform pattern so that the friction factor can be
regarded as isotropic
 A single hole with a given hole to diameter hole depth ratio represents an ob
struction to the ow similar to a groove with the same groove width to depth
ratio The dierence being that the groove extends the whole circumference of
the seal while the hole only extends a small fraction of the circumference
By means of these assumptions the axial and tangential friction factors for the holes
take the same format as for the axial friction factor developed for the grooves by
replacing the groove width to depth ratio by the hole diameter to depth ratio  and
the groove clearance to minimum seal clearance ratio by the hole depth to minimum
clearance ratio
The weighting factors for the land and hole part friction factors are given in the
expression for the total friction factor for holes on the stator andor rotor
f
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The weighting factors are given by
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are the diameters of holes on rotor andor stator surface respectively If 
lrs
 
it is set equal to zero
The hole pattern friction model for both tangential and axial direction is given by
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 CONCLUDING REMARKS 
a

and b
 
are as for the Moody friction factor h is the nondimensional lm thickness 
e
hrs
are hole depths for rotor and stator  d
hrs
are the hole diameters
!
C
r
is the
minimum clearance for straight seals and average minimum clearance for tapered
seals For the land portion f
lrs
was modelled by the Moody friction factor
In Chapter  the above formulation will be compared to experimental friction factors
previously published and comparisons to theoretically predicted dynamic character
istics for hole pattern seal based on the proposed friction factor and experimental
results will be given
 Concluding remarks
Many assumptions have been made in this development of analytic friction factors
for groove and hole patterned seals Still the theoretical results have a good enough
agreement with experimental values by other authors to make the approach useful for
leakage predictions in industrial seals One should  however  be aware of some known
limitations for the friction factor for the grooves
 It is intended for turbulent ow in the Reynolds number range   

 It was developed for groove depth to clearance ratios between 
 and 
 so
one might expect larger deviations if it is used outside this range
 The development was made for seals having a dominant axial ow Inaccuracies
may increase as the mean tangential ow exceeds the axial
 The seal radius to clearance ratios used for CFD calculations were 
 or greater
For smaller ratios the accuracy in results may decrease
 It is developed for sharp grooves  while grooves in practice will become rounded
o due to wear This can have signicant inuence on the friction factor as
discussed by HMobius  
Similar limitations also apply to the friction factor for hole pattern seals
Although a number of restrictions have been pointed out  the proposed friction factors
provide the tools needed to predict rotordynamic coecients for seals with a wide
range roughness patterns and operating conditions Rotordynamic coecients for
liquid seals is the topic for Chapter  Final conclusions regarding the applicability
of the friction factors proposed for predicting seal leakage performance and dynamic
characteristics are given in Chapter 
 CHAPTER  SEAL LEAKAGE PREDICTIONS BY CFD
Chapter 
Dynamic characteristics of
seals
  Introduction
In this chapter the friction factors developed in Chapter  for circumferential rectan
gular grooves and hole patterns are used in a bulk ow theory for predicting rotordy
namic coecients of liquid annular seals The bulk ow theory is based on the work
by Childs   and Nordmann et al   	
New improvements to the theory outlined in this chapter are
 Circumferential grooves or hole patterns on both rotor and stator can be mod
elled without calibration to experimental data
 A transition to turbulence friction factor model Zirkelback  San Andres  
is included for seals with machining roughness
 The derivation of the equations are such that other friction factors than pre
sented in this thesis easily can be included in the theory
 A seal taper either due to deliberate machining or deection is taken into account
for all surface treatments
 Moment coecients are included throughout For seal taper geometries extra
terms where added to the theory of Childs   which excludes seal taper
geometries for moment coecients
Certain surface treatments of the stator have been shown to improve margins against
self excited vibrations in the past  while a roughened rotor  smooth stator congura
tion has proved to reduce these margins The objective of this chapter was to develop
a computer program for a pump designer to evaluate the total seal performance for
seals with certain types of surface roughness


 CHAPTER  DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF SEALS
In section 
 the equations governing incompressible bulk ow through a tapered
annular seal with grooves on rotor andor stator are derived The approach is sim
ilar to the one by Nordmann et al   	 where the circumferential groove ow is
included  but diers in the way shear stresses are treated Numerous comparisons to
experimental results will be made in section   and a parameter study for a seal with
groove and hole patterns is included in section 	 The purpose of the parameter
study was to nd seal surface patterns that improve dynamic stability of the pump
and to reduce leakage losses compared to smooth seals
Figures  and 
 show the seal geometry and motion to be analyzed The theoretical
solution for seal leakage and swirl development in this chapter is for a concentric rotor 
and it is referred to as the zeroth order solution
A
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Figure  Description of groove  rotor  and stator geometry
By perturbing the seal from its concentric position as shown in Fig 
  the rst
order solution gives the pressure eld needed to describe the relationship between the
reaction force on the rotor and the described rotor motion
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Figure 
 Rotor orbits for perturbation analysis
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 Bulk ow theory
The main purpose of the bulk ow theory in this chapter is to compute the stiness
K  k etc  damping C  c etc  and added mass coecients M  m etc in Eq
 From Fig  one can derive the continuity and momentum equations as used by
Nordmann et al   	  which includes the terms H

 H

s
H

r
andH

 HH

see Fig  to take into account circumferential ow in the grooves For hole pattern
seals H

  and H

 H as in the formulation by Childs   Note that in
the current formulation  friction factors are related to the minimum see through lm
thickness  H   so H

and H

only appear in the rst order solution of the equations
below
Assuming an incompressible uid the continuity equation can be written as in Nord
mann et al   	
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Figure  Forces acting on control volume The shear stresses are averaged over the
groove and land portion
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H is the local lm thickness excluding groove depth  R  R
r
is the rotor radius 
t is time  U the tangential bulk velocity  W the axial bulk velocity  and H

is the
average added lm thickness for the grooves H

 H

r
H

s

Using the free body diagram of Fig  the momentum equations may be written
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where
H 

!
C
r

L



  Z 
H

 H H


H

 H

r
H

s
	
H

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e
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L
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!
L
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
!
L
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rs
 N
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  L
lrs
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rs
N
grs

 is the uid density  H

 H  H

is the average lm thickness  
zr
  
zs
are the
average shear stresses in the axial direction and 
 r
  
 s
are the average shear stresses
in the tangential direction for rotor and stator respectively  N
gr
and N
gs
are the
number of grooves on the rotor and stator  and the other seal geometry parameters
  L  Lin
rs
  Lex
rs
and e
grs
are shown in Fig 
For the stator the shear stresses 
 s
  
zs
  and the relative bulk ow velocity U
s
are
given by

 s
 
sa

U
U
s


f
 s

U
 
s




U
U
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U
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p
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 


where f
 s
and f
zs
are the friction factors
Similarly for the rotor

 r
 
ra

R  U
U
r


f
 r

U
 
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

U   R
U
r


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f
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 
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U
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
U
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q
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 
 U   R
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
Note that the stresses 
rsa
and 
rsb
for the anisotropic case are pseudo stresses acting
in the direction of the bulk ow vector The pseudo stresses are used to calculate the
tangential and axial shear stresses  and the actual shear force vector can have a
dierent direction than the bulk ow
All friction factors used in this thesis for groove  hole pattern  and transition to
turbulence are given in Chapter  and Appendix B The theory in this chapter is
developed for a generic anisotropic friction factor for which isotropic friction factors
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Table  Constants and dimensionless variables
!
W 

Q
 R

C
r
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R

W
w 
W

W
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t
T
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L

W
p 
P


W

u 
U
R
h 
H

C
r
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C
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 C
ex
L
!
C
r

C
in
C
ex
 
q 
L
 

C
r
h


H


C
r
h


H


C
r
z 
Z
L
can be regarded as subsets The expressions for the friction factors used in this thesis
appear only in the coecients given in Appendix B which are used in the dierential
equation to be solved
To convert the continuity and momentum equations into nondimensional form the
constant and dimensionless variables of Table  are introduced The dimensionless
variables are u for tangential velocity  w axial velocity  p pressure  h lm thickness 
h

additional lm thickness for grooves  h

total lm thickness including grooves  z
axial coordinate  and  is time R is the rotor radius  L the seal length  C
in
and C
ex
the seal inlet and exit clearance  and  the seal taper angle see Fig  Q is the
volumetric ow rate 
!
W the average axial bulk velocity  and  the rotational speed
of the rotor
The dimensionless lm thickness and bulk velocities relative to stator and rotor be
come
h  '  q  
z( 
u
s

p
w
 
 b
 
u
 
	
u
r

q
w
 
 b
 
u  
 

Non	dimensional momentum equations
Substituting shear stress expressions into the momentum equations and converting
the continuity and momentum equations into nondimensional form by means of Table
 the nondimensional momentum equations become
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Non	dimensional continuity equation
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In order to separate the solution into a zeroth order solution for the concentric seal
and a rst order solution for the perturbed orbiting motion the following variables
are introduced
h  h


 h

u  u


 u

w  w


 w

p  p


 p

Throughout this chapter an index for the variable ending with  means rst order
perturbed value for the variable  while  means zeroth order solution for the variable
By introducing the zeroth and rst order variables and doing several manipulations
the zeroth and rst order equations can be given as shown below
Zeroth order continuity and momentum equations
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First order continuity axial	 and tangential momentum equations
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The expressions for A
 
  A
  
  A
 
  A
z
  A
 z
  A
z
are given in Appendix B They
contain the friction factors which are given by the zeroth order solution The format
of the above equations is similar to that of Nordmann et al   	 apart from the
term
	h

w
 
	
	z
in Eq 
  which is due to the angular whirling motion used for moment
coecients
The clearance function for lateral and angular perturbations see Fig 
 is given
by
h  h


  'x 
y
z   z
p
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x
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p
( sin 

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where the dimensionless perturbation angles are 
y
 
Y

L

C
r

  
x
 
X

L

C
r

 z
p
is the dimensionless axial coordinate of the pivot point  and  is the angular position
around the rotor circumference
With reference to Fig 
 seal perturbed motion as a function of time is given by
h
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Assume a circular orbit and circular angular perturbation
x
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To simplify the derivation of the solvable ordinary dierential equations  the perturbed
lm thickness is the real part of h
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The assumed complex solutions are
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u


w

  p

are the complex rst order tangential and axial velocities and pressure
relative to the stationary x  y  z coordinate system  and !u


 !w

  !p

are the complex
solutions relative to the rotating frame of reference
Note that the time T is the time it takes for a uid particle to pass through the seal 
 is the frequency of orbital motion  which is a fraction  z  of the rotational speed
  and hence
T 
L
!
W

   z
  

T
By substituting the expression for the perturbed lm thickness and the assumed form
of the solution the complex equations to be solved are
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where
)    u


z 
The additional terms in this development compared to the combined previous work
of Childs   and Nordmann et al   	 are found in g


 g


 g

since the seal
taper is included for the moment coecients For a seal with no taper h


  and
the terms containing
	h

	z
vanish
Unknowns for zeroth order equations are
p


 p


z
u


 u


z
w


 w


z
pressure as a function of axial position
tangential uid velocity as a function of axial position
axial uid velocity as a function of axial position
There are  equations and  unknowns Two boundary conditions can be derived
from the Bernoulli equation and by assuming an inlet and outlet viscous pressure
loss The upstream pressure for the seal is P
s
and the downstream pressure is P
e

P
s
  P 
 
 t 



  W
 

 
 t 
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In dimensionless zeroth order form the Equations 
 and  become
p
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Note that w


h


 
The third boundary condition is the inlet swirl  u


z    which is determined from
the ow conditions in the seal inlet chamber
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The boundary conditions for the rst order solution become
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The ordinary dierential equation 

 was solved by a fourth order Runge Kutta
method see for example Press et al   
  and a similar solution procedure was
chosen for the complex equation 	 Since the boundary conditions are specied
at both inlet and outlet  the linear shooting procedure described in Appendix B was
used
Applying the radial and angular perturbation separately  the numerical solution is of
the form
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where s

is the magnitude of the complex axial velocity vector !w

relative to the
rotating frame of reference  s
c
and s
s
means s

cos

  s

sin

 respectively  and
tan

 
s
 s
s
 c
 

is the angle between the radial rotating axis and the vector !w
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Figure  Coordinate systems for reaction forces and moments  and perturbed pres
sure distribution
From the rst order solution the forces acting on the rotor are derived in the same
manner as in Childs    and by perturbing the rotor with ve dierent whirling
speeds the desired dynamic coecients are found The nal steps are given in short
for perturbed translational motion
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Perturbation reaction forcecomponents are given by
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where P

is the perturbed pressure at the rotor surface of the seal
By introducing
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where C
d
is the total pressure drop coecient given by the zeroth order solution  the
nondimensional reaction force in the xdirection can be written
F
X

 PRL
  

C
d
Z



Z
 


p


 z
 tcosddz 

F
X
F


  

C
d
Z



p
c
z
 tdz 
Similarly
F
Y 
F


  

C
d
Z



p
s
z
 tdz 
Transforming the reaction forces to the cylindrical r    coordinate system which is
precessing with whirling speed  the sum of radial and tangential force becomes
F
r
 jF
 
F



F
X
 jF
Y 
 e
 jt	
F



  

C
d
Z



p
c
 jp
s
 e
 jt	
dz 
Hence at t  
F
r
 jF
 
F


  

C
d
Z



!p

dz 	
F
r
F


  
r
O
C
d
Z



s
c
dz 
jF
 
F


  
r
O
C
d
Z



s
s
dz 
Now introduce the nondimensional form of the dynamic coecients
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and six of the coecients given in Eq  can be related to the nondimensional
reaction force in the radial and tangential direction
F
r
z R
O
  

*
K z*c z
 
*
M


F
 
zR
O

*
k  z
*
C  z
 
*m 
A least square t of the data was performed to solve for the six coecients Five
frequency ratios  z 


 
 
 
 
 
 were used
Moment coecients are calculated similarly based on the procedure by Childs  

 Overview of results
The results presented and discussed in the following sections are for the extensions to
the theory of Childs   and Nordmann et al   	 The results are presented
as follows
 A comparison is made to the two dimensional transition to turbulence solution
by San Andres   and the experimental results for the transition regime by
Iwatsubo  Sheng  
 Solutions based on the developed friction factors for grooved and hole pattern
seals are compared to a range of previously published experimental results and
other theoretical solutions
 Finally a parameter study is made for groove and hole pattern seals
Results for plain and tapered seals with machining roughness and fully turbulent ow
were not included in this thesis since they are based on the same theory as Childs 
 However  comparisons were made for program verication The references
used were Childs   for plain seals  San Andres   for moment coecients 
and Linsey   for tapered seals No signicant deviations in results were found
 Transition to turbulence results
 Comparison to theoretical results by Zirkelback
Zirkelback  San Andres   solve a twodimensional zeroth order bulk ow equa
tion based on the transition friction factor given in Appendix B  Eq B The
purpose of this is to model the friction factor for the range of Reynolds numbers
 TRANSITION TO TURBULENCE RESULTS 	
Table 
 Seal parameters
   kgm

!
C
r
 
 to  mm
    
 
Pa  s  
s
  
r
 
u   R  	
 mm
   L   mm

e
     rpm
 P  	
 and  MPa

 	 R
rs
	  for which the Moody friction factor may be inaccurate One
should note here that both the Moody and the transition friction factors are based on
experiments for pipe ow for fully developed ow with no swirl or wall disturbances
This 
D approach by Zirkelback  San Andres   diers from the theory pre
sented in this chapter since it allows eccentricity eects to be studied However  for
the concentric seal results presented here  one should expect very similar results be
tween the results by Zirkelback  San Andres   and those based on the theory
of this chapter Seal parameters are given in Table 

Comparisons to the theoretical results of Zirkelback  San Andres   are shown
in Figures  to 	 The Reynolds number range for both pressures goes from lam
inar to fully turbulent Since the nondimensional swirl is  the Reynolds numbers
relative to rotor and stator surfaces are equal Re
s
 Re
r
 For the MPa pres
sure dierence laminar ow is found for a clearance up to  microns  transition to
turbulence for a clearance between  and 	 microns  and fully turbulent ow for
a clearance greater than 	 microns see Fig  For the 	
MPa pressure dier
ence the corresponding ranges are C 	 m for laminar  m 	 C 	 m for
transition to turbulence  and m 	 C for fully turbulent ow
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Figure  Direct stiness left and crosscoupled stiness right Transition tur
bulence friction factor Comparison between the current bulk ow solution and the

D solution by Zirkelback
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Figure  Direct damping left and crosscoupled damping right Transition
turbulence friction factor Comparison between the current bulk ow solution and
the 
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Figure 	 Added mass and leakage Transition turbulence friction factor Compar
ison between the current bulk ow solution and the 
D solution by Zirkelback
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Discussion of comparison to Zirkelbacks results
For a pressure dierence of 	
 MPa Figures  and  show very similar results for
direct  crosscoupled stiness and direct damping for laminar  and fully turbulent
ow Laminar ow corresponds a clearance less than  m and fully turbulent ow
corresponds to a clearance greater than 	 m at the 	
 MPa pressure dierence
In the transition zone the results deviate more  which is a little disturbing from a
theoretical viewpoint However  the deviations in results has little signicance in a
practical application For crosscoupled damping and added mass in Fig  and 	
there are discrepancies over the entire range  but generally deviations are not greater
than  A possible explanation for the dierences is that crosscoupled damping
and added mass are more sensitive to the numerical procedure used than the other
coecients
 Comparison to experimental results by Kanemori
Kanemori  Iwatsubo  
 document dynamic coecients for a seal operating in
the laminar  transition  and fully turbulent ow regime The seal specication is
given in Table 
Table  Seal specications by Kanemori and Iwatsubo
   kgm

C
in
 C
ex
  mm
    
 
Pa  s  
s
  
r
 
 P  Variable R   mm
     Variable

e
  u  Variable
L  
 mm
Variables used for the theoretical analysis are given in Table 
Table  Variables used for theoretical predictions
rpm  P u
  to 
 kPa  to 

  to 
 kPa  to 

 
 to 
 kPa  to 
  to 
 kPa  to 
Inlet swirl was retrieved from the graphical representation in Kanemori  Iwatsubo 

  but linear interpolation in the above table swirl vs pressure for each speed
may be a reasonable approximation Results are shown in Figures  to 
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Figure  Direct and crosscoupled stiness Transition to turbulence friction factor
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lled
markers and thick lines
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Figure  Direct and crosscoupled damping Transition to turbulence friction fac
tor Comparison to experiment by Kanemori
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Figure  Direct added mass and crosscoupled stiness Transition to turbulence
friction factor Comparison to experiment by Kanemori
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Figure  Crosscoupled stiness and damping Transition to turbulence friction
factor Comparison to experiment by Kanemori
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Discussion of comparison to Kanemoris results
Fig  shows how the experimental direct stiness varies from negative values for
low pressures and positive for high pressures Good agreement between predicted
and experimental direct stiness is found in the laminar and fully turbulent ranges
However  in the transition turbulence zone the discrepancies are rather large for some
cases
At  rpm the predictions based on the transition to turbulence factor give a negative
stiness at low pressures followed by positive valuez  then negative and nally positive
values of stiness for high pressures Experimentally the resolution may not be great
enough to accurately capture the trends in the transition to turbulence zone However 
looking at the discrete point at   

Pa the experimental stiness is  	  

Nm
while the theoretical value is   

Nm For this point the theoretical prediction
by Kanemori  Iwatsubo  
 is    

Nm based on the Hirs friction factor
The Hirs friction factor is very similar to the Moody friction factor for hydraulically
smooth surfaces used here It appears to predict the direct stiness better than
transition to turbulence friction factor for the   

Pa pressure dierence for which
the Reynolds number relative to the rotor and stator is approximately 

The crosscoupled stiness in Fig  and direct damping in Fig  are under
predicted by as much as  by the current theory in the laminar and transition
zone  while the Hirs solution by Kanemori  Iwatsubo  
 ts better in the entire
range
Finally the predicted moment coecients in Fig  compare well qualitatively to
experimental results Such qualitative correspondence was also found for the thory
by Kanemori  Iwatsubo  

In summary the comparison between experimental and theoretical results indicates
no gain in agreement with experimental dynamic coecients by introducing the tran
sition turbulence friction factor instead of a Hirs or Moody friction factor The com
parison to the results of Kanemori  Iwatsubo  
 indicate that for the case
studied it is better to use the Hirs or Moody friction factor alone for the entire range
of results Possible reasons for this may be that the actual friction is inuenced by
 Inlet conditions which may be highly turbulent
 The orbiting motion of the rotor
These are factors that are not accounted for in experiments of pipe ow  from which
the proposed transition to turbulence friction factor was derived
 Results for grooved seals
In this section comparison will be made between results from the current theory 
which includes the friction factors developed in Chapter   and results available in
 RESULTS FOR GROOVED SEALS 	
the literature from experimental work and other theoretical approaches Since the
current theory supposedly cover a wide range of geometries and Reynolds numbers 
comparisons are made to several references Figure 
 shows the groove friction
factor for the range tested in Chapter   and the values for the groove width to depth
ratios
L
gs
e
gs
and groove depth to hydraulic diameter ratios
e
gs
 

C
r
which are covered by
the references in this section
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Figure 
 Overview of calculated groove friction factor for the stator from Dietzen 
	  Florancic    Kilgore  Childs    and Marquette et al   	

An overview of seal parameters studied in this section is given in Table 
Table  Overview of seal length to diameter ratios  seal length to clearance ratios 
and tangential Reynolds number ranges covered
Author LD
L
 

C
r
Re
z

 W

C
r

Re


R

C
r

Dietzen  	  	  

Florancic       	   	
 
	 
  	 
  
	


Kilgore  Childs       
	 
  		
    
 
  		
 	   
 
  		
     
  		
  
  
 
  		
     
  		
Marquette et al   	     
   
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Detailed comparisons to each reference are given in turn
 Comparison to experimental and CFD results by Dietzen
Dietzen  	 studied six seals with dierent groove depths experimentally and
theoretically with a twodimensional nite dierence CFDsolution The same case
has also been studied theoretically by Arghir  Fr$ene  	c Seal parameters used
for theoretical predictions are given in Table 
Table  Common parameters for all seals
   kgm

C
in
 C
ex
 
 mm
  	  
 
Pa  s e
s
 e
r

Re
z
  R  
 mm
      rpm

e
  u  

L  
 mm L
gs
 
 mm
Lin
s
  mm Lex
s
  mm
N
gs
  h

s
 
The seals only dier in groove depth  e
gs
     
       respectively
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Figure  Stiness and damping coecients Comparison between experimental
results and the current bulk ow solution CFD Solutions by Arghir  Fr$ene  	c
and Dietzen  	 are also shown
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Figure  Added mass Comparison between the current bulk ow solution and
the CFD Solution by Arghir  Fr$ene  	c
Discussion of comparison to Dietzens results
Fig  shows that the predictions based on CFDmethods generally predict the
dynamic coecients with slightly better agreement with experimental results than
the current bulk ow model However  the bulk ow model does predict coecients
with an accuracy which probably is adequate for most practical applications  and
the analysis time and complexity to the user are much less than required to use the
CFDmethods which solve the detailed twodimensional ow eld by the Reynolds
Averaged NavierStokes equations Arghir  Fr$ene  	c document grooved seal
solutions that take up to  CPU seconds to run on a 
 MHz workstation while
the solutions based on the theory in this chapter spends about 
 CPU seconds for any
grooved seal on a  MHz PC
 Comparison to experimental and theoretical results by
Florancic
Florancic   studied one plain and two grooved seals and implemented a three
volume bulk ow solution to calculate dynamic coecients Comparisons will be made
between the current theory and Florancics experimental and theoretical results The
water temperature in the seal was varied between 
 to  deg C to allow a large
Reynolds number range to be studied Seal parameters are given in Table 	
Seal parameters used for the current theory are listed in Table 	
Individual parameters
Seal  no grooves C
in
 C
ex
 	mm    
  e
gs
 
Seal  with grooves C
in
 C
ex
 	mm    
  e
gs
  mm
Seal  with grooves C
in
 C
ex
 	mm      e
gs
 
 mm

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Table 	 Seal parameters used for the current theory
  Variable C
in
 C
ex
 Variable
  Variable e
s
 e
r
   
 
m
 P  Variable R  	 mm
  Variable   Variable

e
  u  Variable
L   mm L
gs
  mm
Lin
s
  mm Lex
s
  mm
L
ls
  mm N
gs
 
For the current model two sets of results are tabulated  one where the dimensionless
additional circumferential height  h

s
  and one where h

s
  The rationale for
this is that for very shallow grooves relative to the clearance one may assume no
perturbed ow in grooves  which means h

s
   while at very deep grooves one may
expect that all the groove ow is perturbed and hence h

s
  The results are given in
Tables  to  At the bottom of tables  and  the average ratio and standard
deviation between theoretical results from the current theory and experimental results
are given Below Tables  and  the average ratio and standard deviation
obtained by Florancic   between theoretical predictions using a threecontrol
volume method and the experimental results are included for comparison
Table  Seal  Theoretical results based on the Moody friction factor and Childs
model

P
 

 u 

 

Re
z
   
K
e
k
e
C
e
c
e
M
Pa rpm 
kg
m

 
Ns
m

 
N
m
 
N
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 RESULTS FOR GROOVED SEALS 
Table  Seal  Comparison to experimental results for the plain seal of Florancic
and the current theory based on the Moody friction factor Experimental values re
ported equal to zero are not included when calculating average and standard deviation
values
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Table  Seal  Comparison between experimental results by Florancic and the
current theory with h
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Table  Seal  Comparison between experimental results by Florancic and the
current theory with h
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Discussion of comparison to Florancics results
Table  shows the comparison between the straight Seal  solution based on the
Moody friction factor and the experimental values On average the theory predicts
leakage very well  but it underpredicts leakage for cases   	    and  and over
predict leakage for cases       and 
 in Table  The underprediction in leakage
which is up to  for case  in the table occurs when the tangential Reynolds
number is approximately twice the axial and overprediction occurs for the inverse
ratio This indicates that there is a greater swirl dependency on leakage than predicted
by the Moody friction factor
Regarding stiness coecients direct stiness is well predicted with little deviation 
while the predicted crosscoupled stiness is on average just  of the measured
values Predicted direct damping and added mass are on average  of the experi
mental  and added mass has a signicant standard deviation  which probably is due
to experimental error
Table  shows the comparison between Florancics experimental and current the
oretical results with no tangential ow in the grooves  h

s
   and full contribution
from tangential ow h

s
  for the grooved Seal  On average leakage is under
predicted by the theory by  At large ratios of tangential to axial ow leakage is
 CHAPTER  DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF SEALS
underpredicted while better correspondence is found when the axial ow is greater
than the tangential So there is a greater swirl dependency on leakage than accounted
for by the current axial friction factor This trend is similar to that for the straight
seal for which the Moody friction factor was used
Regarding dynamic coecients for Seal  h

s
has little inuence on direct stiness 
direct damping  and added mass  and these coecients are on average   	  and
 times the experimental values respectively This is a reduced agreement with
experimental result compared to the straight seal solution for which the corresponding
ratios were     and 

For Seal  where the clearance is approximately the same as the dimensionless groove
depth  h

s
does have a signicant inuence on crosscoupled stiness and damping
With h

s
   the average values and standard deviations are similar to the ones
obtained by the threecontrolvolume code by Florancic    while at h

s
  the
crosscoupled stiness for this seal is on average signicantly underpredicted In the
previous comparison to the experimental results of Dietzen  	  h

s
did not have
the same inuence on crosscoupled stiness and damping although similar groove
depth to clearance ratios were studied Hence  no general conclusion could be made
regarding the appropriate choice of h

s
based on the groove depth to clearance ratio
alone
For the results of Seal   shown in Table   both the average and standard de
viations from experimental values predicted by Florancic   results below the
table using a threecontrolvolume method and the current predictions show poor
agreement with experimental results However  the absolute values are very small
and experimental inaccuracies are large in comparison
 Comparison to Kilgores experimental results
Kilgore  Childs   studied the dynamic characteristics of two seals with tri
angular grooves and four with rectangular grooves The axial Reynolds numberRe
z
ranges from   

to   

The current model which is developed for rectangu
lar grooves was used to approximate the behaviour of triangular grooves  by setting
h

s
  and using the maximum groove depth for friction factor calculations Seal
parameters are given in Tables  and  The rotational speeds used for each
seal are    
      	
 rpm
Table  Parameters used for all seals
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L
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Table  Dimensions for grooved seals in Kilgores test Seal  and 
 have triangular
grooves
Stator C
r
mm e
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
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Figure  shows the combined rotorstator friction factor  ff
r
 f
s
for Stator 
and 
 which have triangular grooves
Kilgores test rig did not identify the individual coecients since the orbital speed 
had to be the same as the rotational speed  Hence the eective stiness  damping 
and mass shown in Eq  was used
F
 
R
O
 C
ef
 

F
r
R
O
 K
ef
M
ef

 

R
O
radial perturbation and it is assumed that k and c vary linearly with 
Table  shows a comparison between the experimental eective dynamic coecients
and theory The theoretical values were obtained in the following manner for each
stator and axial Reynolds number The slope of the tangential force curve  C
ef

k

  C  is retrieved for each rotational speed This value was close to being constant
like the experiment predicts  and the average C
ef
slope for the six rotational speeds
was reported K
ef
is the value of F
r
R


for zero velocity for the rotor Its value
was obtained by a quadratic curve t through the values of F
r
R


at six rotational
speeds  and extrapolation to zero rotational speed
The eective mass  M
ef
  can be found by the following formulas based on Kilgore 
Childs  
M
ef

F
r
R
O
K
ef

 

M
ef

K
ef
 K

 
 
c

M 
M
ef
  should according to theory  remain near constant for all speeds tested Theo
retically  however  there is a signicant variation in M
ef
with  The reported value
of M
ef
is based on the single value M as  goes to zero
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Table  Comparison between current theoretical results and experimental results
by Kilgore
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K
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C
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M
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K
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C
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M
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Figure  Combined friction factor for grooved stator  and 

Discussion of comparison to Kilgores results
The theoretical predictions of leakage in Fig  are about 
 greater than the
Kilgores experimental values  which means that theoretical leakage is approximately
 underpredicted in this case The theoretical friction factor predicts a small
increase with rotational speed while the experimental results show a mixed trend
However  the result for dynamic coecients in Table  compares well to the Hirs
friction factor solution presented by Kilgore where the Hirs friction factor is calibrated
to experiment Possible reasons for the good agreement in results may be that the
partial derivative of the current groove friction factor with respect to the lm thick
ness 
	f
zgs
	h
  is better accounted than in the Hirs based solution and that the Reynolds
number dependency for the friction factor is not very strong
From the comparison in Table  one can see that the eective stiness K
ef
is
predicted with less standard deviation by the current friction factor than by the cal
ibrated Hirs friction factor  while the eective damping is somewhat underpredicted
for the rectangular grooves and overpredicted for the triangular grooves The Hirs
solution is more consistent  and the reason may be that the rectangular groove friction
factor model does not apply directly to the triangulargrooves for Stator  and 

Partially the deviations in Table  may be due to parameters that are assumed
to be constant like inletexit loss and inlet swirl By setting inlet swirl to zero 
the eective damping gets reduced by about 
  while inletexit loss has greatest
inuence on direct stiness
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 Comparison to Marquettes deep groove experimental
results
The grooved seals used for comparison in the previous sections have had grooves with
depths up to three times the clearance Marquette et al   	 studied two grooved
seals that had grooves with depths about  times the clearance Seal parameters
needed for the comparison are given in Tables 	 and 
Table 	 Parameters for both seals
  	 kgm

C
in
 C
ex
 Variable
    
 
Pa  s  
s
  
r
 
R
O
 Variable R  

 mm
     Variable

e
  u  

L  
 mm L
ls
 	 mm
Individual parameters
The smooth seal results  which are documented for comparison  are based on the same
minimum clearance and length the results for the grooved seals
Table  Dimensions used for grooved seals in Marquettes test
Seal  C
r
mm e
gs
mm L
gs
mm Lin
s
mm Lex
s
mm
rpm 
 	 	 	 
 

rpm 	 
 	 	 
 

rpm 
 
 	 	 
 

Seal 

rpm 
 	 	 	 	 	
rpm 	 
 	 	 	 	
rpm 
 
 	 	 	 	
Figures  to 

 show a comparison between experimental and theoretical result
for leakage  dynamic coecients  and whirl frequency ratio for the two grooved seals
Two pressures dierences across the seal   and  MPa  and three rotational
speeds  
  	  and 
 rpm were considered The smooth seals results
included for comparison are theoretical and based on the theory by Childs  
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Figure  Leakage from experiment  three volume theory by Marquette  and com
parison to the current results and smooth seal theory
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Figure 	 Direct stiness from experiment and three volume theory by Marquette
and comparison to the current results and smooth seal theory
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Figure  Crosscoupled stiness from experiment and three volume theory by
Marquette and comparison to the current results and smooth seal theory
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Figure  Direct damping from experiment and three volume theory by Marquette
and comparison to the current results and smooth seal theory
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Figure 
 Crosscoupled damping from experiment and three volume theory by
Marquette and comparison to the current results and smooth seal theory
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Figure 
 Direct added mass from experiment and three volume theory by Mar
quette and comparison to the current results and smooth seal theory
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 Whirl frequency ratio from experiment and three volume theory by
Marquette and comparison to the current results and smooth seal theory
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Discussion of comparison to Marquettes results
From Fig  it can be seen that the current code predicts slightly less leakage for the
deeply grooved seals than for the equivalent smooth seal Compared to Marquettes
xperimental results the leakage is overpredicted by about  for Seal  and under
predicted by about  for Seal 
 respectively The leakage predictions by Marquette
have about the same agreement with experimental for Seal  and better agreement
for Seal 

Figures 	 to  show that there is a very signicant drop in direct  crosscoupled
stiness  and direct damping for the grooved seals compared to the smooth The direct
stiness becomes negative and hence acts to increase rotor eccentricity at 	 and

 rpm Crosscoupled stiness drops more in percent than damping  and this
has a positive eect on the whirl frequency ratio which is reduced compared to the
smooth seal
Crosscoupled damping and added mass change less when the grooves are introduced
Figures 
 and 
 show that both coecients are predicted with reasonable accu
racy compared to the experimental results
	 Results for hole pattern seals
Strictly speaking  the friction factor developed for grooved seals might not be appli
cable to hole pattern seals However  a hypothesis was established  suggesting that
 The hole pattern will yield an isotropic friction factor
 The axial friction factor developed for grooved seals can be used in an arbitrary
direction for hole pattern seals In practice  one needs to calculate equivalent
length for the land zone based on the ratio of hole area to total surface area
 There is no net tangential or radial ow for uid within the holes  hence h

 
In order to test the above hypothesis a comparison was made to two references that
both document experimental results and theoretical results based on the Hirs friction
factor which was calibrated to experiment
Figure 
 gives an overview of how the geometries tested are located in the range
for the current hole friction factor Table  gives an overview of approximate
seal length to diameter ratios  length to minimum clearance ratios  and tangential
Reynolds number ranges covered
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Figure 
 Overview of the hole patterns studied experimentally and the current
theoretical friction factor The dashed line indicates the range of hole patterns that
was found to have greatest inuence on crosscoupled stiness in a parameter study
at the end of this section
Table  Seal parameters
Author LD
L
 

C
r
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 W

C
r

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

R

C
r

Childs et al      
 
 
Childs  Fayolle    	  		
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 Comparison to experimental results by Childs et al
The comparison here is to the experiment by Childs et al    on hole pattern
seals
Parameters used for all seals The inlet swirl was not measured  and hence it
Table 
 Seal geometry and uid parameters
  	 kgm

C
in
 C
ex
 Variable
    
 
Pa  s e
s
 e
r
 	 m
R
O
 Variable R   mm
     Variable

e
  u  

L   mm
has to be estimated As seen in the experiment of Linsey   swirl is generally a
function of rotational speed and leakage  but here an average value was chosen that
may be to high for some cases and too low for others
Individual parameters
Table 
 Individual seal geometries
Stator d
h
mm
!
C
r
mm e
hs
mm 
  	 	 

  	 	 
  	  
  	 
	 
  	  
	
    

The rotational speeds used for each seal are      
        	
 
and the reported dynamic coecients are as for Kilgores grooved seal in the previous
section based on eective stiness  damping and added mass  dened by Eq 
Figure 
 shows a comparison between the experimental friction factor for Stator 
and  and the theoretical values The friction factor shown is the combined friction
factor for rotor and stator f  f
r
 f
s
Table 

 shows a comparison between the experimental eective dynamic coecients
and theory The theoretical values were obtained in the following manner for each
stator and axial Reynolds number For each rotational speed  C
ef

k

  C which
is the slope of the tangential force curve  is retrieved This value was close to being
constant like the experiment predicts  and the average C
ef
for the six rotational
speeds was reported K
ef
describes the radial force per unit displacement F
r
R
O
at
an extrapolated zero velocity for the rotor Its value was obtained by a quadratic
curve t through the six radial forces and extrapolation
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Figure 
 Left gure Combined friction factor for Stator  Right gure Com
bined friction factor for Stator 
The eective mass  M
ef
  can be found by Equations  and 
M
ef
should according to theory remain near constant for all speeds tested Theoret
ically  however  there is a signicant variation in M
ef
with  The reported value of
M
ef
is based on the single value M as  goes to zero
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Table 

 Comparison to the hole pattern seal of Childs et al
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Discussion of comparison to results by Childs et al
The current theory for hole pattern seals underpredicts the eective stiness mea
sured by Childs et al    by 
 on average see Table 

  but has less standard
deviation than the solution based on the Hirs friction factor which is calibrated to
experiment Table 

 also shows that eective damping is overpredicted by 

on average compared to the experimental values and has approximately the same
standard deviation as the Hirs method
The eective added mass varied with   and the only value reported is the added mass
M   at zero rotational speed This value gives a reasonable estimate of the eective
added mass M
ef
although large deviations are found for Stator 
When  is greater than zero  the theory rapidly predicts deviations in M
ef
from
experiment In order to quantify how the dierent theoretical coecients K  c  and
M contribute toM
ef
  a parameter study was performed for Stator  Fig 
 shows
the individual contribution from the terms
K
e
f K


   
c

  and M  If one assumes that
the theoretical prediction of relatively constant added mass term  M   is correct  then
the term
K
e
f K


 
c

  has to cancel in order to keep a constantM
ef
 From Fig 
 it
is clear that an overpredicted crosscoupled damping and direct stiness term reduces
the eective mass This trend is conrmed in the comparison to results of Childs
 Fayolle   in the next section  where individual coecients were identied
Comparison between the results based on the current theory and experimental values
in Childs  Fayolle   show that the current theory signicantly overpredicts
crosscoupled damping and direct stiness Since a sensitivity test on the results of
Fig 
 showed that crosscoupled damping was little inuenced by inlet swirl or
inletexit losses  one will have to look elsewhere for an explanation for this discrepancy
The overprediction in directstiness  K  means that the Lomakin eect is over
estimated This may may be due to several factors For example  the assumed inlet
loss may be too large  the friction factor for hole patterns may be inaccurate  or
secondary ows may exist that are not accounted for in the current theory
Other deviations in results may be due to the parameters the assumed inlet swirl An
inlet swirl of u  
 was assumed here since it was not specied C
ef
increases
signicantly as u increases The reason for choosing u  
 was that there is
no preswirl of the uid before it enters the seal inlet chamber Hence  one should
expect a inlet swirl between  and  depending on the leakage rate
 Comparison to experimental results by Childs 	 Fayolle
In Childs  Fayolle   the individual dynamic coecients for two hole pattern
seals are documented Seal parameters are given in Table 

Individual parameters
Seal  is run at 
  	  
 rpm e
hs
 
 mm
Seal 
 at 
    
 rpm e
hs
 
 mm
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 Left gure Eective mass M
ef
Term   Term 
  Term   where
Term 
K
e
f K


  Term 
  
c

  Term M  Right gure The individual coecients which contribute to F
r
R
O

Two pressure dierences   MPa  and 	 MPa are used for both seals at all speeds
Seal 
 has theoretically very similar leakage since the holefriction factors are so similar
and the hole to total area ratio  is the same for both seals No direct comparison to
Childs  Fayolle   was available  but they report a leakage reduction of about
 compared to the plain seals From Fig 
 the theoretical prediction gives
slightly less leakage  but it is approximately within  to  of experimental values
In Figures 
	 to  the dynamic coecients for the two hole pattern seals are
compared to theoretical predictions For comparison the theoretical coecients for a
plain seal are shown The plain seal has the same dimensions and machining roughness
as the two hole pattern seals but no holes When studying these results one should
bear in mind that the experimental uncertainties documented by Childs  Fayolle 
 are in the order of
K   MNm  k  
 MNm  C   kNsm  c   kNsm  M   kg
which means that the predictions for Seal 
 have reasonable accuracy while Seal 
shows qualitative results for the direct stiness  and added mass
Table 
 Parameters used for both seals
  	 kgm

C
in
 C
ex
  mm
    
 
Pa  s e
s
 e
r
 	 m
 P  Variable R  
 mm
     Variable

e
  u  

L  
 mm d
h
 	
   mm h

 
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experimental  theoretical  and theoretical smooth seal results
Discussion of comparison to Childs results
The theoretical prediction of crosscoupled stiness Fig 
  direct damping Fig

  and corresponding whirl frequency ratio Fig 
 is of a similar agreement
to experimental results as the theoretical solution documented in Childs  Fayolle 
 The theoretical method used by Childs  Fayolle   is based on the
Hirs friction factor which was calibrated and modied to t experimental data Their
theoretical results shows comparable accuracy in the direct damping term and slightly
poorer accuracy for crosscoupled stiness However  the Hirs based method over
predicts direct stiness and crosscoupled damping to a great extent
For Seal 
 in Figures 
	 and  the current program predicts direct stiness
and crosscoupled damping with reasonable agreement to experiment at the lowest
speed  but overpredicts stiness as the speed is increased This is consistent with
the ndings in the comparison to the results of Childs et al     where M
ef
was
underpredicted at high speeds
For Seal  the experimental results are surprising in that direct stiness and added
mass drop to near zero which neither the current method nor the method of Childs
 Fayolle   are able to predict As discussed in Childs  Fayolle   there
will be a loss in direct stiness as the term
	f
	h
becomes positive
 PARAMETER STUDY 
f
h

f
 
 
h
  
 
h
f
 

f is the friction factor   relative surface roughness and h the lm thickness The
current friction factor has these properties as can be seen from Fig 
 but in order
to achieve a more accurate prediction of the direct stiness the slope at the point for
Seal  would have to be steeper It might be that experiments on hole patterns may
reveal such a behaviour  but it may also be due to other phenomena like recirculation
in the seal tangential direction which is not accounted for in the current model

 Parameter study
Based on the results from the previous sections the friction factor developed in Chap
ter  has shown to be useful in predicting dynamic coecients in grooved and hole
patterned annular liquid seals Since the method does not require calibration to
experiment it can be used to study the eect of changing various parameters
To the designer the question will typically be How can a seal design be improved&
Can crosscoupled stiness be eliminated& How much can leakage be reduced& How
can direct stiness be increased& How can maximum damping be achieved& The
importance of the dierent questions will be vary between dierent pumps so no
general optimal solution can be expected

 Grooved seal
In this section a liquid seal with operation conditions and geometry similar to seals
used in an industrial application is studied The focus for the parameter study is to
see how dierent groove depths and widths will change the dynamic characteristics
of the seal Hence  the minimum clearance of the seal  pressure dierence  and uid
properties are kept constant throughout The ratio between the groove width  L
gs
 
and average land width 
!
L
ls
  is equal to 
 for all stators The rotor is kept smooth
for all analyses Seal parameters are given in Table 

Table 
 Common values for parameter study
   kgm

C
in
 C
ex
  mm
  
 
Pa  s e
s
 e
r
 
u   R  	
 mm
  
 L   mm

e
     rpm
 P   MPa h

 
The leakage and exit swirl  rotordynamic coecients  and whirl frequency ratios are
shown in Figures  to 
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Figure  Grooved seal parameter study Left gure Direct stiness Right gure
Crosscoupled stiness
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gure Direct damping Right 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gure Whirl frequency ratio Right
gure Nondimensional exit swirl
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Figure 	 Grooved seal parameter study Left gure Direct angular stiness
Right gure Crosscoupled angular stiness
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Figure  Grooved seal parameter study Left gure Direct angular damping
Right gure Crosscoupled angular damping
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Figure  Grooved seal parameter study Left gure Direct angular mass moment
of inertia Right gure Crosscoupled angular added mass moment of inertia
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Figure  Grooved seal parameter study Crosscoupled angular to translational
stiness
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Figure  Grooved seal parameter study Crosscoupled translational to angular
stiness
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Figure  Grooved seal parameter study Crosscoupled translational to angular
damping
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Figure  Grooved seal parameter study Crosscoupled translational to angular
added mass moment of inertia
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Discussion of parameter study for grooved seal
Figures  to  show a signicant inuence from the groove pattern on leakage 
rotordynamic coecients  and whirl frequency ratio
Figure  shows that leakage can be reduced to about  times the corresponding
smooth seal value By using a shorter land zone and grooves on the rotor as well
the leakage may be reduced further Almost the whole test range shows leakage less
than the smooth seal Hence dynamic characteristics can be changed by introducing
grooves in the whole range without introducing great leakage losses compared to a
smooth seal
For deep grooves there are substantial changes for several dynamic coecients The
great reduction in direct stiness K and direct damping C with increasing groove
depth is supported by the experiment of Marquette et al   	 The main reason
for this reduction is the circumferential ow in the grooves h

   but the loss in
leakage and the friction factor also contribute to this eect The reduction in stiness
may signicantly reduce the rst natural frequency of the system and the loss in
direct damping may increase vibration levels For groove depths in the same order
of magnitude as the clearance or signicantly smaller than the clearance  the loss in
stiness and damping are less dramatic  and it is more likely to nd a solution with
a compromise between leakage and dynamic characteristics
At an inlet swirl of  the crosscoupled stiness is reduced at a slightly slower rate
than direct damping as the groove depth to clearance ratio is increased This means
that the whirl frequency increases One would have to introduce swirl brakes at the
inlet to reduce the WFR signicantly as shown in the comparison to the result of
Marquette et al   	
Moment coecients they have not been compared qualitatively to experimental val
ues  so there is greater uncertainty about their accuracy However  based on the great
reduction in K  k  and C with the groove to clearance ratio it is not surprising that
there will be a reduction in the magnitude in some of the coecients like K

  C

 
K

while others  such as c and M   change less

 Hole pattern seal
A seal of a similar geometry and operating conditions to the one studied for grooved
seals was studied here The only dierence being that the grooves are replaced by
hole patterns where the hole diameter  d
hs
  is two times the equivalent land length 
!
L
ls
 The reason for introducing hole pattern seals is that they can be used to reduce
the crosscoupled stiness  increase damping  and reduce the whirl frequency ratio
The nondimensional added lm thickness  h

   is the only seal parameter which
is dierent in this test compared to those for the grooved seal parameter study given
in Table 

Crosscoupled stiness inuenced both by the swirl velocity and the friction factor
and its derivatives The zeroth order solution in Figures  and  show leakage
and whirl frequency ratio and exit swirl from the seal  while the remaining gures in
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this section show rotordynamic coecients
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Figure  Parameter study of hole pattern seal Left gure Direct stiness Right
gure crosscoupled stiness
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Figure 	 Parameter study of hole pattern seal Left gure Direct damping Right
gure crosscoupled damping
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Figure  Parameter study of hole pattern seal Left 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Right 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Discussion of parameter study for hole pattern seals
The most important trend in the above results is the large reduction in crosscoupled
stiness compared to that of a smooth seal Fig  actually indicates that the
crosscoupled stiness can be changed from a signicant value of about  MNm
for a smooth seal to zero or negative values for a range of holepatterns Whether
negative values can be obtained in practice will require more experimental results 
but the trend in results is expected to hold Direct damping values are relatively
constant and a few percent greater than the corresponding smooth seal damping
Based on the comparison between the results from the theory in this chapter and the
experimental results by Childs  Fayolle   it may be expected that this value
is slightly overpredicted
Direct stiness K  it is shown to decay for all choices of holepatterns compared
with a smooth seal Based on the experimental results it is also likely that the
decay in practice may be greater than predicted Added mass and crosscoupled
damping do not change signicantly for the whole range of hole patterns Compared
to experimental values it may be expected that crosscoupled damping is somewhat
overpredicted
Fig  indicate that good leakage performance can be obtained

 Seal design guidelines
Based on the parameter studies of groove and hole pattern seals and the friction factor
study in Chapter  some guidelines for seal design with groove and hole patterns can
be suggested
For leakage reduction
 For both groove and hole pattern seals a groove or hole depth to clearance ratio
of  and a groove or hole width to depth ratio equal to six gives the best
reduction in leakage
 The land portion should be made as small as possible Since an innitesimal
land portion probably would wear o too quickly one will have to consider wear
aspects for the choice of land zone width
 If possible one should apply the groove patterns to both rotor and stator for
maximum leakage reduction One could also apply the optimal hole pattern
for leakage reduction to the rotor  but this may reduce dynamic stability and
increase mechanical losses due to tangential friction
For increased stability
 Hole patterns should be placed on the stator only
 For grooved seals one can use additional swirl breaking devices upstream of the
seal since the circumferential grooves oer little reduction in swirl within the
seal
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 For hole pattern seals one will have to analyse each particular seal and operating
conditions However  it is likely that the optimal pattern for reduction in cross
coupled stiness can be found within the range of hole patterns studied in this
thesis
For combined leakage reduction and dynamic stability
 Hole patterns should be placed on the stator combined with a near optimal
groove pattern for leakage reduction on the rotor What hole pattern and land
zones one should use would require a study of rotordynamic coecients and
leakage for each particular seal
Chapter 
Experimental studies of
viscous losses
  Introduction
The seal inlet  exit  and friction losses have an inuence both on leakage and dynamic
characteristics
The focus of this experimental study is on
 The friction factor for turbulent and transition turbulent ow for plain and
shallow groove rotor surfaces The results of this study would help verify the
theory presented in Chapter 
 The exit loss coecient as a function of rotational speed  seal outlet  and exit
chamber geometry Results will be compared to numerical predictions in Ap
pendix E
 The inlet loss coecient as a function of rotational speed  seal inlet  and inlet
chamber geometry Results will be compared to a formula by Kundig  
and numerical results from Appendix E
A schematic overview of the seals studied is shown in Fig 
It was discovered when comparing the typical industrial design for annular seals of a
high speed water injection pump that both the inlet and exit seal edge were chamfered
for handling purposes For pipes  experiments have shown that an inlet edge of this
type would reduce the inlet loss coecient from  to approximately 
 compared
to a  degree sharp inlet  while exit loss coecients would remain approximately
equal to   White   Whether this would apply to seals with tangential ow
was an open question so a preliminary numerical study using CFD was carried out
This study  which is included in Appendix E  indicated that the exit loss for a 

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Figure  Schematic overview of test seals Grooves were spiraled at such a small
angle that the rotational direction was irrelevant to the results
degree chamfer outlet would be reduced from  to approximately   which if correct
would have a signicant inuence on the prediction of direct stiness To the authors
knowledge studies of the exit coecient as a function of seal exit geometry have not
been carried out in the past Thanks to the industrial partners in this project  a test
rig was built  and the facility was made available for a limited period of time
Operational conditions for a typical industrial seal were of main interest in this study
However  the pressures dierences of     bar across the liquid annular seals
used by the industrial partners were not achievable in the test rig  so the radial seal
clearance had to be increased from a typical range of    mm for a 	 mm rotor
to     mm in order to have Reynolds numbers in the appropriate range for the
seal If and how the results in this chapter can be scaled to the typical industrial seals
will be discussed
Regarding the inlet loss coecient Kundig   studied how this varied with dif
ferent inlet geometries and he also suggested a formula for how the inlet loss depends
on the swirl velocity
  
O

U
 W

where  
O
is the entrance loss at zero swirl and U   W are the tangential and axial
bulk velocities The formula indicates that if the swirl velocity is  and 
 times the
axial  the inlet loss coecient increases by a factor 
 and  respectively One
might then expect that seals with deep grooves which may be treated as a succession
of inlet and exit losses for each groove would yield a similar increase in friction loss as
the swirl velocity increases However  both Kilgore  Childs   and Florancic 
 have found a decrease in the friction loss as the swirl velocity was increased
Therefore it was decided to investigate the inlet loss dependency on swirl
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For pipe entrance ow into an innite reservoir White   documents inlet loss
factors of 
    and  for a  degree chamfer  sharp corner  and a protruding edge
reentrant inlet respectively The author does not know any previous attempts to
study the eect of reentrant inlets for seals The three stator geometries proposed for
experimental studies were a sharp inlet  a 

chamfered entrance  and a protruding
edge see Fig  Two clearances were studied for each stator
Regarding transition to turbulence Zirkelback  San Andres   used a friction
factor based on experiments with transition to turbulence in pipe ow to predict
dynamic characteristics theoretically Although theoretical predictions of dynamic
characteristics in this thesis were very close to those by Zirkelback  San Andres 
  the comparison to experimental and theoretical results by Iwatsubo  Sheng 
 were somewhat discouraging In the experiment documented here comparisons
between the transition to turbulence friction factor and experimental results will be
made
In order to study in detail the apparent discrepancies and unknowns in the literature
mentioned above one would need a great number of experiments The objective of
this chapter was not to answer all questions in detail  but to nd out which of the
factors would have the greatest inuence on seal design  so that suggestions for further
studies and improvements could be made
 Description of experiment
 Test loop
The test loop is shown in Fig 
 Cold water is supplied into a  liter reservoir at a
steady rate to keep the water temperature near constant throughout the experiment
Filtered fresh water is fed to the test unit by a constant speed boiler feed water pump
of maximum capacity  m

h The valve located upstream of the lter was used to
control the ow rate  and the valve located downstream of the test unit was used to
keep the test unit pressure well above atmospheric The maximum pressure used in
the test loop was approximately  bar
By means of the gear system in Fig  and an electric the rotor speed may be
varied between  and 

 rpm Water enters the test unit inlet in Fig  through
a exible hose and it is given a swirl velocity into the seal inlet chamber by a radial
impeller The swirl velocity in the chamber was measured by a pitottube connected
to three water columns Since the absolute pressure in the inlet chamber could get as
high as  bar  the air pressure above the pitot water columns had to be adjusted for
each leakage measurement Since no rapidly uctuating pressure measurements were
to be made all pressure measurements were made by guiding water from the pressure
tap through  mm exible hoses either to a water column or pressure transducer
located outside the test unit The water columns were used simultaneously with the
transducers which allowed for low pressure measurements and for calibration of the
transducers The water columns were connected by a manifold at the top which
allowed a reference air pressure well above atmospheric Two pressure taps were
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located in the upstream chamber  three in the seal clearance  and two in the exit
chamber see Fig  For each pressure tap in the seal clearance  holes of  mm
diameter located with a 

spacing around the circumference were drilled so that an
average pressure could be measured for each axial location Two dierential and one
absolute pressure transducers  were used for measurements in the seal  while absolute
pressure transducers were used for the inlet and exit chambers In the inlet and exit
chamber the pressure tap holes had a diameter of  mm The cannula located at
the seal exit chamber allowed pressure to be measured at any radius along the exit
chamber wall In order to study dierent inlet and exit geometries three cylindrical
stator inserts see Fig C were made Other dimensions of the test unit are given
in Appendix C Dierent rotor surface treatments were achieved by cylindrical rotor
inserts see Fig C

The water temperature was measured upstream and downstream of the test unit  and
the average value was used to calculate uid properties
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 Measurement details
In Table  the various sensor types used for measurements are listed together with
the achievable accuracy
Table  Instrumentation
Quantity Sensor type Range Uncertainty Uncertainty
Manufacturer Measured
Pressure Abs pressure 

 





Pa Rel pressure 

    

   


Water column      

NA  
Swirl stagpres      

NA  
Leakage Flow meter   NA  
lmin In buckettime   NA  
Temp

C Elthermometer    NA
Dimensions Micrometer   	  
mm Prolometer    
 
     
 
  NA
Rot speed Rpmmeter   NA
rpm
Pressures measured by transducers and temperature were measured over a  second
period The time average value was used throughout For low leakage pressure mea
surements by vertical water columns were used  and the column height was measured
manually Although the pressure could be measured to an accuracy of  mm water
column  this was achievable only when the total pressure drop across the test unit
was in the order of  cm As the pressure dierence becomes equivalent to 
 m
water column the inlet pressure uctuated so that the accuracy in measurements were
in the order of 
 cm For each series of results measured by the pressure trans
ducers water column measurements were also made at low leakage so that calibration
of transducers could be made for all test series By using this procedure some of
the inaccuracy of the transducers caused by changes in day to day temperature and
atmospheric pressure was eliminated
 Rotor and stator surface treatment
An illustration of the shallow grooves on the rotors is shown to scale in Detail A
in Fig  for Rotor number   which had the deepest grooves The grooves were
machined in a spiral pattern with a pitch equal to the distance between the grooves
The pitch was so small that the rotor turning direction did not inuence results Two
of the rotors  Rotor  and  and all the stators did not have grooves They were
polished to an average surface roughness shown in Table 

A prolometer was used to measure the surface roughness proles on the rotor and
stator In Figures  and  the greatly magnied rotor surface proles are shown

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for an axial section y   corresponds to the rotor radius R
r
 The tangential proles
for rotors and stators and the axial stator proles do not show a repeated pattern
For theses surfaces the average roughness Ra
 
and Rt
 
values in Table 
 describe
the roughness
The grooved surfaces have a surface prole that may resemble worn seals of rectangu
lar grooves To compare friction factors for these seals to theoretical predictions by Eq
 the groove and land widths were calculated so that the rectangular prole area
matched the wavy prole area see Fig  The depth of the rectangular proles
were set equal to the maximum groove depth The calculated values for equivalent
groove and land widths are shown in Table 
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Figure  Measured rotor surface proles for rotor R  R
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Figure  Measured rotor surface proles for rotor R  R  and R
The radii in Table 
 are based on the average values of eight diameters measured at




intervals at both ends of the rotor and stator cylinders There are two groups
of radii  the rst R  R
  and R have a specied radius of  mm which would
yield an average clearance of  mm and the second R  R  and R had a radius of
	 mm which would yield a  mm average clearance It was important to measure
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Table 
 Rotor and stator radii and roughness
Rotor R
r
 R
rmax
 R
rmin
Ra
z
Rt
z
Ra
 
Rt
 
mm mm mm m m m m
R 	  
    
	
R
 
 
   	  

R  
 
 
	   

R   
  
  
R    
 
	 		 

R 	      
Stator R
s
 R
smax
 R
smin
Ra
x
Rt
z
Ra
 
Rt
 
mm mm mm m m m m
S 	   
   


S
 	 
 	 
 
  	
S 	 	  	   

the average radius since the prolometer showed that rotor and stator cylinders were
deformed slightly during clamping for the machining process A single measurement
could yield signicant deviations from the average as indicated in the table The
measured average dimensions are shown in Table  For an industrial pump the out
of roundness achieved would most likely be less than what was achieved in this case
since one normally would be machining a solid rotor and stator component
One way to describe the roughness is to use the mean roughness  Ra which is
Ra 

L
s
Z
L
s


jyjdz 

where L
s
is the sampling length and y is the roughness height measured from the
mean surface position Another measure is the R
t
value which is the maximum
dierence in yvalues for the sampling length Table 
 describes the mean and
maximum roughness for the axial and circumferential directions z and   mean radii 
and deviations from the mean radius for each rotor and stator
The combinations of rotors and stators studied are shown in Table  In order to
do comparisons to theoretical friction factor calculations an equivalent roughness of
 m was used in the Moody friction factor for surfaces without grooves This value
was found by graphically tting the experimental and theoretical curves for the seals
without grooves
Three stators S  S
  and S are studied S has a sharp 

inlet and outlet 
while the inlet and outlet geometries for S
 

chamfer and S 

protruding
edge are shown in Fig  At the protruding edge of S there was a nose radius of
approximately  mm which could be similar to a slightly worn inlet Other details
of the geometry are given in Appendix C

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Table  Rotor and stator combinations studied  groove dimensions and roughnesses
used for theoretical calculations of the friction factor
Rotor C e
s

 e
r
L
lr
L
gr
e
gr
e
gr
 C
L
gr
e
gr
mm m mm mm m
S
R   NA NA NA NA NA
SR
 
  
 
	 	 
 
SR 	  
    
SR   NA NA NA NA NA
S
R 
  NA NA NA NA NA
SR    
 
	  	
S
R    
 
	  	
SR   

    

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Figure  Seal inlet and outletgeometries
 Friction factor
 Experimental and theoretical results
The friction factors f presented in Figures 	 to  are based on the equation
 P  f
L

C

W
 



where  P  P

  P

in Fig   W is the axial velocity calculated from leakage
measurements  L is the axial distance between pressure points  and  in Fig  
and C is the minimum clearance from Table 
 For the theoretical predictions the
following uid properties were used
   kgm

  	  
 
Pa  s
The rotational speeds tested for each seal were          

 rpm
Figure 	 shows the experimental friction factor for two of the polished seals with
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dierent clearances  and the Moody friction factor based on an  m equivalent
roughness For comparison the Moody friction factor based on hydraulically smooth
surfaces  and zero rotational speed is included in the graphs The rotor stator com
bination SR gave essentially the same results as the combination SR  and is
hence not reported
In Figure  a comparison is made between the experimental results which lie in the
transition turbulence regime  and theoretical predictions both by the Moody friction
factor and the combined Moodylaminar transition to turbulence friction factor  Eq
B  used by Zirkelback  San Andres  
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Figure 	 Left gure Friction factor for stator rotor combination S
 R Right
gure Friction factor for S
R All surfaces are polished
In the Figures  and  comparison is made between the experimental results and
the friction factor developed in Chapter   Eq 
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Figure  Left gure Friction factor for SR
 Right gure Friction factor for
SR Both rotors have a wavysurface prole
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Figure  Left gure Friction factor for SR Right gure Friction factor for
SR Both rotor surfaces have wavy proles
 Discussion of friction factor results
For the polished surfaces the Moody friction factor shows a good correspondence to
the experimental values for the surface roughness of m chosen One weakness of the
Moody friction factor is that the measured mean surface roughness height does not
alone provide a good estimate for the roughness that will give a best t to experimental
data In this case the largest average roughness measured is 
m  which is less
than one tenth of the roughness that gives best t to the experiment In comparison
Florancic   used an equivalent surface roughness of 
 times the specied mean
surface roughness  which was a N surface nish with maximum R
a
 

The friction factor for the transition to turbulence regime did not provide a more
accurate t to the experimental results than the Moody friction factor This is shown
in Fig  The transition to turbulence friction factor predicts a dip in the Reynolds
number range 
  and this dip is not found in the experiment Similarly in
Section  the same friction factor used for predicting dynamic coecients produced
qualitative trends in the coecients that were not found in the experiment In fact
the Moody friction factor provides better qualitative and quantitative results in both
cases Possible reasons for the discrepancy between the pipe and seal ow transition
friction factor may be the nite seal eccentricity and swirl ow
The results on the eccentric seal friction factor from Yamada et al    show that
eccentricity by itself has great inuence on the friction factor near the laminar zone
At zero eccentricity and zero rotational speed some of the results of Yamada et al  
 indicate a signicant dip in the friction factor near the laminar zone similar to
the transition turbulence factor used by Zirkelback  San Andres   However 
at an eccentricity of 
 this dip disappears At zero eccentricity and low rotational
speed some results of Yamada et al    show a dip in the friction factor in the
transition zone while others do not

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The shallow grooves applied to the rotor surface provide an increase in the overall
friction coecient of up to a factor three compared to that of a smooth seal rotor
stator combination SR By applying the roughness treatment of rotor R to the
stator as well  one might expect an increase in this relative factor to  compared to a
smooth seal  which would give a leakage less than half of that for the smooth seal The
theoretical friction factor is mostly within 
 of the experimental which means that
leakage predictions would be within 
 This is a slightly poorer match in results
compared to results in Chapter  and  Still the results are surprisingly good because
all the seals but one S R have groove depth to clearance ratios less than the test
matrix used in Chapter  Also with reference to Fig  the proles have an
e
gr
 C
ratio between  and  which is in the region of the graph where small changes
in the groove width to depth and groove depth to clearance have a large inuence
on the friction factor Since there groove pattern is machined as a spiral  the rotor
was run in both directions to check if this inuenced the friction factor However  no
inuence on rotational direction was observed Looking at trends in the results  the
theoretical predictions show less sensitivity to rotational speed than the experimental
This is a limitation of the current friction factor which was developed for tangential
bulk velocities less than or equal to the axial bulk speed To the authors knowledge
there are no other procedures available for explicitly predicting friction losses of the
wavy surfaces documented here  apart from numerical simulations using CFD
 Interpretation of exit and entrance loss results
Although the numerical study in Appendix E indicates that pressures measured at
single points in the entrance and exit chambers makes the commonly used equations
for entrance and exit loss invalid at large ratios of tangential to axial speed it was
decided to use this formulation for the interpretation of experimental results The
reason being that for the current experiment for the results for elevated rotational
speed Eq  still gives an indication of trends in results In order to evaluate the
entrance and exit loss from experimental results the pressures a locations b  c  d  and
e in Fig  are needed
The two equations used for evaluating inlet  and exit loss 
e
 coecients for a
concentric rotor and stator may then be given as follows
P
b
  P
c




  W
 

P
d




  
e
W
 
 P
e

where P
b
  P
c
  P
d
  P
e
are the pressures at the respective reference points in Fig  
and W  the axial velocity in the seal This was the format used for evaluating inlet
and exit losses from the experiments in this chapter The pressures at points c and d
where not used directly  but calculated by linear extrapolation from pressure points
located  and 
 times the seal length from the entrance The points P
b
and P
e
were chosen so that the radial pressure eld due to swirling ow would not inuence
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Figure  Boundary conditions and pressure point locations used for calculating
inlet and exit loss
the coecients In the experimental setup points P
b
and P
e
were not available  so some
means of calculating these pressures was needed Since the experimental pressures at
P
a
and P
f
were known the problem was resolved by evaluating the pressure dierences
P
a
  P
b
and P
f
  P
e
as a function of leakage and rotational speed The results for
these pressure dierences from Appendix E are shown in Fig 

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For a known experimental leakage the results of Fig 
 was used to nd the
corresponding pressure dierence from the measured pressure at locations a and f
and the pressure at the desired locations b and e respectively Interpolation was used
when experimental leakage values did not correspond directly to one of the leakage
values for the numerical simulation
Although the other combinations of rotors and stators would yield slightly dierent
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clearances than those used in the numerical simulations it was assumed that the
results presented in Fig 
 would be adequate for the whole testseries
Inlet swirl  U  was measured at a single point with coordinates  	
 in Fig
 A pitot tube was used for this purpose Swirl was measured for rotor stator
combinations SR
 and SR It was assumed that the swirl made by the impeller
at the inlet of the inlet chamber would be a function of leakage only The resulting
swirl vs leakage is shown in Fig 
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For the theoretical calculations the inlet swirl was kept constant at R at the 
mm inlet radius This gave a seal dimensionless inlet swirl as shown in Appendix E
Fig E Although there are some discrepancies between measured and theoretical
values  the discrepancies are within measurement accuracy at low leakages and high
speeds  where the swirl inuence is signicant
 Exit loss results
In Figures  to  the experimental exit losses based on Eq  are shown
Fig  also shows the theoretical exit loss for a  degree sharp outlet at the two
clearances  and 
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Figure  Exit coecient  
e
  for the 

chamfer Left gure Stator rotor combi
nation SR
 Right gure S
R
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Figure  Exit coecient  
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  for the 
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sharp exit Left gure Stator rotor
combination SR
 Right gure SR
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Figure  Exit coecient  
e
  for the 

protruding edge Left gure Stator rotor
combination SR Right gure SR
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sharp exit Left
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Figure  CFD predictions of the exit coecient  
e
  for the 

chamfer The
rotor stator combination is S
R
 Discussion of exit loss results
For the two clearances reported for each geometry there is little dierence in this
asymptotic value  which is approximately  for the 

degree sharp and 

pro
truding edge and  for the 

protruding edge Comparing this result to the values
predicted by CFD  the  degree sharp exit Fig 	 ts the experimental results
Fig  very well both in the asymptotic value and the trend in results as leakage
is decreased However  the theoretical results for the 

chamfer do not t exper
imental data well With an asymptotic value of about   which indicates a very
signicant pressure recovery  the theoretical value is far o the experimental value
of  As mentioned at the start of this chapter an exit coecient of  compared
to  for a 

degree sharp exit would be advantageous since it would increase the
direct stiness of the seal signicantly So it was somewhat discouraging to nd that
the 

chamfer only reduced the exit coecient from  to 
A study described in Appendix E was carried out to nd the reason for the greatly
overpredicted pressure recovery by CFD The main nding was that the k    model
fails to predict separation at the concial exit  while a k    low Reynolds number
turbulence model with a much rened computational grid gave results close to exper
imental
For result at rotational speeds the main trend in the results is that the exit coecient
increases as the axial Reynolds number and leakage is reduced  and approaches an
asymptotic value as for  rpm as the leakage is increased The maximum value for
the exit coecient at 

 rpm is in excess of  and clearly increasing with rotational
speed
Based on the experimental and theoretical results one could be tempted to make a
functional relationship  like Kundig    Eq   did for the entrance coecient 
to describe the exit coecient as a function of rotational speed
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However  there are several reasons why this was not done
 The method used for obtaining the exit coecient relies on pressure measure
ment at single points at the seal exit and exit chamber Since the pressure varies
in the exit chamber one may ask Which point should one choose& Will one sin
gle pressure measurement be enough& As shown in the numerical study a single
a single point measurement is not enough when the ratio between tangential to
axial bulk ow gets large  and improved formulations are needed
 Since the pressure variation in the exit chamber depends on the vortex speed
and size  the exit coecient ought to be a function of exit chamber geometry
as well Comparing dimensions used for typical industrial seals to the current
experiment  the ratios between seal clearance and exit chamber depth and height
will typically be one order of magnitude less for industrial seals Hence  a
functional relationship based on the current results would be of limited use
 Eq E
 for the exit coecient is based on an assumption that the velocity
downstream of the seal exit is close to zero Due to slow diusion of the down
stream jet this assumption does not hold if one considers a control volume near
the seal exit
	 Entrance loss results
The experimental results for the entrance coecient based on Eq  are shown in
Figures  to 
 The results are based pressure entrance chamber pressure point
b see Fig  at the rotor wall  and a linearly extrapolated pressure at point c
just inside the seal
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Figure  Entrance loss    for the 

chamfer stator Left gure Stator rotor
combination S
R Right 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R
Theoretical results based on CFD and the Eq  are shown in Figures 

 to 

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entrance Left gure Stator rotor combi
nation SR
 Right 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protruding edge Left gure Stator rotor
combination SR Right gure SR
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Figure 
 Left gure   for the 

chamfer S
R Right gure   for the 

protruding edge SR
 Discussion of entrance loss results
Some general trends are clear from the entrance loss coecient results in Figures 
to 
 In Fig  both seal clearances for the  degree chamfer show an entrance
coecient between  and  at zero rotational speed The corresponding values for
both the  degree sharp inlet and the  degree protruding edge are between  and
	 If one scales the results of the chamfer for the exaggerated clearance of  mm
to a seal with  mm clearance  one may expect an entrance loss coecient near 
for a chamfer of 	 mm In practice it will probably be dicult to maintain an
edge which is much sharper than this due to wear  so a  entrance coecient may
be a good conservative choice for practical designs
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It was surprising to nd that the results for the protruding edge in Fig 
 did
not show any increase in the inlet loss coecient compared to the sharp  degree
inlet geometry Fig 
 as the numerical simulations indicate Close inspection of
the geometries showed that there was a blunt edge of approximately  mm radius
at the protruding edge while the radius of the  degree edge was of the order 
mm This is likely to be a major reason for the discrepancy in results in addition to
deciencies in the numerical prediction
Another trend in the results is that there is a greater spread in results for dierent
rotational speeds at the maximum axial Reynolds number for the  mm clearance
compared to the  mm clearance A possible reason for this is that it was discovered
that the rotor tilted at high pressure because of the knee like construction In fact rub
marks were discovered at the seal entrance for the smallest clearance Hence there is
a very signicant eccentricity which may inuence the results considerably Clearly
a dierent testrig design would be needed if typical seal clearances between  and

 mm were to be tested
Regarding results at low axial Reynolds numbers and increasing rotational speed
there is no common trend in the results The chamfer inlet  Fig   shows an
increase in the inlet coecient  while the other two inlet geometries show a decrease
in the coecient relative to zero rotational speed In comparison the numerical results
indicate that the inlet loss coecient decreases at the lowest axial Reynolds numbers
for the sharp and chamfer edge while a slight increase is found for the protruding edge
Hence  the numerical results are not consistent with the experimental In Figures


 and 
 the analytical formula suggested by Kundig    Eq   predicts
a clear increase in the inlet loss as the ratio of tangential to axial velocity increases
This is contrary to most of the experimental and numerical predictions found in
the current work A possible explanation for this discrepancy may be found in the
scaling of results Kundig   used a large clearance of  mm and a dierent
inlet chamber than in the current experiment  so it might be that relative rotor
radius to clearance ratios plays a signicant role One would need more experimental
results  possibly in combination with improved numerical analyses  to determine how
inlet loss varies with rotational speeds  inlet geometries and rotor radius Also the
simple formulation used here to predict the inlet loss ought to be replaced by a two
dimensional integral formulation  which takes radial velocity and pressure variations
at the inlet into account
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Chapter 
Conclusions
Important aspects in the design of centrifugal pumps  are pump eciency  dynamic
stability and compactness Seal leakage contributes to a loss in pump eciency and
seal forces inuence the range of stable operation for such pumps In this thesis a
friction factor for turbulent incompressible ow in grooved annular seals was developed
by means of Computational Fluid Dynamics CFD  and a friction factor for hole
pattern seals was proposed This friction factor has a key role for predicting leakage 
the development of tangential ow in the seal  and dynamic characteristics which
comprise the main topics of this thesis Seal entrance and exit losses inuence seal
leakage and rotordynamic coecients to some extent Experiments were carried out
to determine these losses as a function of geometry  axial and tangential ow  and
comparisons to numerical predictions by CFD were made Seal pressure drops for
turbulent and transition to turbulent ow in seals with smooth and wavy surfaces
was studied experimentally  and the results were compared to theoretical predictions
Conclusions regarding seal leakage predictions  dynamic coecients  and experimental
work are presented in the following sections  followed by suggestions for further work
	  Seal leakage
The friction factor developed for industrial seals with rectangular grooves assumes
predominantly axial turbulent ow and a seal clearance to rotor radius ratio greater
than 
 The groove geometries considered have width to depth ratios between 
and  and groove depth to clearance ratios between 
 and 

The optimal groove geometry for leakage reduction calculated by CFD was for a groove
depth to clearance ratio of  and a groove width to depth ratio equal to six and
a minimal groove land zone For this groove geometry tangential friction was hardly
distinguishable from that of a smooth surface with the same minimum clearance as for
the grooved seal  and the corresponding leakage was 
 of the smooth seal leakage at
an axial Reynolds number of  and 
 at an axial Reynolds number of 

 CHAPTER  CONCLUSIONS
In general leakage predictions compared to experimental results where within  
An extension to the friction factor model was suggested for hole pattern seals by an
assumption of similar recirculating ows in the grooves and holes Leakage predictions
compared to the scarce experimental data available indicated that leakage for the hole
pattern seals was predicted within  
	 Dynamic characteristics of seals
The turbulent ow friction factors for grooved and holepattern tapered seals were
used in a bulkow theory for predicting rotordynamic coecients These friction fac
tors make it possible to directly predict leakage and rotordynamic coecients based
on a given groove or hole geometry This is a considerable advantage compared with
previous models based on a Hirs friction factor where calibration to experimental
data was needed Although the intention of the proposed model was to deal primarily
with groove depths less than the seal clearance good qualitative results were found
for groove depths several times the clearance Moment coecients for tapered seals
that may include groove or hole patterns on rotor or stator are accounted for This is
an extension of the bulkow theories previously published A previously published
transition to turbulent friction factor was also introduced for comparison to previ
ously published results based on a dierent theoretical formulation for predicting seal
rotordynamic coecients Conclusions will be presented below for each type of seal
in turn
 Plain seals transition to turbulence
In the transition to turbulence regime Reynolds numbers between 
 and  the
accuracy of the Moody friction deteriorates for leakage predictions in pipe ow An
improved friction factor for pipe ow was used to predict rotordynamic coecients for
seals operating in the transition to turbulence range The dynamic coecients cal
culated in this thesis compared well with previously published theoretical results but
comparison to experimental results were discouraging Theoretical results based on
the standard Moody friction factor show better agreement with experimental results
in this range
 Grooved seals
The current approach predicts rotordynamic coecients with an agreement to ex
perimental results similar to alternative models There is a single free parameter
 	 h

	  in the formulation which allows circumferential groove ow to be ex
cluded or included in the rotordynamic calculation Most results indicate that the
circumferential groove ow should be included Advantages of the current model com
pared to threecontrolvolume theories are that moment coecients are calculated and
that the current model covers a wide range of groove geometries
 DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF SEALS 
A parameter study was carried out for a grooved stator seal with various groove width
to depth ratios The results show that a leakage reduction of about  was achievable
compared to a smooth seal when groove depths were less than the seal clearance
For the same geometry the direct radial and moment stinesses were reduced by
approximately  and there was little change in all other coecients This indicates
that signicant improvements in overall pump eciency may be achieved for some
pumps with little change in the pumps dynamic characteristics
For groove depths greater than the seal clearance  there is less leakage reduction How
ever  direct stiness  crosscoupled stiness  and direct damping can be reduced by
one order of magnitude The results indicate that the direct stiness becomes negative
for very deep grooves A negative direct stiness acts to increase the eccentricity of
the rotor  and this may be detrimental to the seal The results for a nondimensional
inlet swirl of  also indicate that the whirl frequency ratio increases from about 
for shallow grooves to a maximum value as high as  for a seal with deep grooves
If this eect can be conrmed by experiment  such a deep groove seal may limit the
range of safe operation for a pump signicantly
 Hole pattern seals
Based on the numerical calculations of pressure drops in grooved annular seals  a
friction factor for turbulent ow in hole pattern seals was proposed for hole diameter
to hole depth ratios between  and  and hole depth to seal clearance ratios between

 and 
 Based on experimental dynamic characteristics published by other
authors the current theory predicts eective stiness and damping with a standard
deviation of  and 
 from the experimental values Eective mass based on
zero rotational speed gave results on average within  of the predicted value  but
radial force at high rotational speed is less accurately predicted The current theory
predicts crosscoupled stiness  direct damping and hence whirl frequency ratio with a
reasonable agreement to experimental results Direct seal stiness is predicted to drop
signicantly for hole pattern seals compared to smooth seals with the same minimum
clearance  but the experimental results show a larger drop in direct stiness than that
predicted
The major advantage of the current model is that it allows studies of hole pattern
seal leakage  dynamics  and mechanical loss without calibration to experiment Since
the model appears to predict whirl frequency ratio well it may prove to be useful for
suggesting what hole pattern would be optimal for reducing the whirl frequency for a
given seal and operating condition  possibly to the extent of eliminating self induced
vibrations from the seal
A parameter study carried out for a given seal with a number of hole patterns on
the stator suggests that the positive crosscoupled stiness obtained for a smooth seal
with inlet swirl of half the rotor speed may be reversed  yielding a negative cross
coupled stiness for hole patterns with hole depths less than the seal clearance and
a hole depth to diameter ratio between 
 and  This range of hole patterns has
not been studied experimentally in the open literature For the same range of hole
patterns  a leakage reduction of up to  was predicted relative to that of a smooth

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seal and an approximate halving of direct stiness was found The predictions for
the hole pattern seal gave an increase in direct damping by about   a reduction
in crosscoupled damping by about   and small deviations in direct added mass
relative to the smooth seal
	 Experimental and CFD results
 Seal friction factor
The circumferential wavy rotor grooves with depths of approximately one order less
than the seal clearance gave a friction factor up to three times that of a polished rotor
The friction factor developed in this thesis for rectangular grooves predicted leakage
within 
 of the experimental values for the wavy grooves This indicates that the
groove friction factor is useful for a wide range of grooved surfaces
For the Reynolds number range 
  the transition to turbulence factor devel
oped for pipe ow showed no improvement in the correlation to results compared to
the Moody friction factor The main discrepancy was found as the Reynolds number
approaches the laminar zone The transition to turbulence friction factor predicts
that there will be a signicant friction drop while the experimental results show a
gradual increase Comparison to other experimental results indicated that the dis
crepancy between the seal and pipe transition friction factor may be due to the nite
eccentricity and a rotational speed of the seal
 Seal entrance loss
A change of the entrance loss coecient from approximately  to  was found at
zero rotational speed when the entrance geometry changed from a sharp 

inlet to
a 

chamfer The chamfer size was in the same order as the clearance Assuming
that the results for a  mm clearance can be scaled to that of a  mm clearance
this means that a chamfer as small as 	 mm will give an inlet coecient of 
In practice one may expect that a sharp seal inlet will be worn to this extent  so in
design one should consider both cases when calculating dynamic characteristics of the
seal in order to be conservative
An attempt to increase the seal inlet loss coecient compared to a sharp inlet by
introducing a 

protruding edge was not successful The purpose of this attempt
was to increase direct seal stiness However  an entrance loss of  was measured 
and the numerically predicted value was close to  It is possible that the unintended
nose radius of about  mm at the protruding edge could explain some of the
discrepancy in results
One of the sealstator congurations showed an increase in the inlet loss coecient
with rotational speed while all others showed an approximately constant or decreasing
coecient Numerical predictions indicated that the inlet loss remained constant or
slightly decreasing tangential to axial bulk velocity ratios up to  Hence  this nding
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supports the commonly used assumption that the entrance coecient does not vary
signicantly with rotational speed
From numerical and experimental results at high rotational speeds the inlet chamber
ow eld and pressure distribution is such that the validity of the equation used
for inlet coecient predictions is questionable for the large clearances used There
is a radial pressure variations along the seal inlet that make the constant pressure
assumption inaccurate The apparent inlet loss coecient measured may no longer
be a frictional loss alone  since it may include pressure gradient eects caused by the
ow eld itself
For the numerical predictions both the standard k     turbulence model and the low
Reynolds number k    model overpredict the inlet loss signicantly for all inlet
geometries considered The standard model gave a good prediction of the decrease
in the entrance loss coecient for the chamfered seal inlet  but overpredicts the
increase in the entrance loss for a protruding edge For the experimental results
presented in this thesis there was very little change in inlet loss as a function of swirl
The theoretical predictions follow the same trend as the experimental for most cases
 Seal exit loss
For zero rotational speed the exit geometries of 

chamfer  

sharp corner  and 

protruding edge gave exit coecients of approximately    and  respectively
Numerical predictions by CFD utilizing the standard k  model correspond well with
the experimental results for the 

sharp corner  but grossly overpredict pressure
recovery in the exit chamber exit coecient of  for the 

chamfer The main
reason for this discrepancy was that the k     model did not predict separation in
the expanding exit correctly This was discovered by using a lowReynolds number
k    turbulence model with a dense grid so that the boundary layer was calculated
numerically from a nondimensional wall distance of y

  or less With this model
the exit coecient results changed to  which is close to the average experimental
exit coecient of approximately 
As rotational speed is increased both experimental and theoretical predictions indicate
that the exit loss coecient increases  and there is good correspondence between
experimental and theoretical results for a sharp corner exit A strong vortex in the
seal exit chamber due to the swirling ow creates a pressure eld in the chamber
which is close to constant for a given leakage and rotational speed For a rotational
speed of  rpm  an axial Reynolds number of  and two dierent clearances of
 and  mm gave apparent exit coecients of 	 and  respectively while
the corresponding exit coecient for a  mm clearance seal would be 	 The
term apparent exit coecient is used since the formula used for predicting the exit
coecient does not separate the exit chamber ow eld contribution and frictional
loss eects on the pressure downstream of the seal exit
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	 Suggestions for further work
 Experimental validation The friction factor developed in this thesis for
predicting friction loss in hole and groove pattern seals covers a wide range of
geometries that have not been experimentally veried Studies around the pre
dicted optimal patterns for leakage reduction would be of great interest For hole
pattern seals it is predicted in this thesis that a certain range of hole patterns
will provide a great reduction in positive crosscoupled stiness Experimental
data are needed to verify if the theory holds
 Extension of current friction factor model A known weakness of the
current groove and hole friction factor model is that it is limited to seals with
predominantly axial ow Further studies are needed to extend the current
models to cover seals with a greater range of tangential and axial ows One
may divert to the promising threecontrolvolume methods for grooved seals and
possibly extend these to deal with hole pattern seals
 Transition to turbulence A friction factors for transition to turbulent ow
in seals based on pipe ow did not compare well to experimental results for
smooth or machine roughened seal surfaces A transition to turbulence model
is lacking for groove and hole patterns Further experimental work  possibly
combined with numerical CFD calculations  may improve friction factor models
in this regime in the future
 Entrance and exit coecients For seal entrance and exit coecients the
dependency on tangential ow has not been studied in great detail Two
dimensional integral pressure and kinetic energy eects may have to be con
sidered for high rotational speeds in order to achieve a more rened model for
viscous losses and local pressure gradients at the seal inlet and exit A range
of clearance to radius ratios needs to be considered to derive a general formu
lation Seal exits designed as a diuser with a smaller cone angle than used in
this thesis may prove to increase direct seal stiness For both entrance and
exit coecients the inlet and exit chamber geometry inuence results Future
studies may determine which geometries are preferable
 CFD turbulence models for swirling 
ow The standard k     and low
Reynolds number k  turbulence models used in this thesis overpredicted inlet
loss signicantly Some modications of these models that improve predictions
have been published  but still their accuracy is limited  and improved turbulence
models are needed
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Appendix A
CFD software description
A  Description of the CFX program
CFX version 
  by CFX International  is a computer program used for predicting
incompressible  weakly compressible or fully compressible transient and stationary
ows with heat transfer in three dimensional geometries It has a wide range of
features which are thoroughly described in CFX  	 CFX is based on a non
staggered Finite Volume method technique and it uses bodytted coordinates to
treat arbitrary two and threedimensional geometries The Finite Volume method is
described in many text books  see for example Hirsch   and Patankar  
In CFX cartesian  polar and rotating coordinates are available as well as moving
grid Details on the coordinate transforms used is described in CFX  	 with
reference to Rhie   and Rhie  Chow   The program oers algebraic and
dierential stress turbulence models Clarke  Wilkes   and Clarke  Wilkes 
  two equation k  model by Launder  Spalding  	 and low Reynolds
number k model by Wilcox  

 APPENDIX A CFD	SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION
Appendix B
Details of the bulk ow model
B  First order perturbation coecients
The coecients listed below are used in Chapter   Eq 
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order to determine the above coecients for the dierent seals studied in this thesis 
the friction factors and their partial derivatives for each type of surface roughness are
needed

 APPENDIX B DETAILS OF THE BULK FLOW MODEL
B Friction factors
Friction factors for the following types of seals are documented in this appendix
 Plain seals with surface roughness from hydraulically smooth up to an absolute
roughness one order of magnitude less than the clearance Fully turbulent ow
is modelled with the Moody friction factor  laminar ow is modelled with a
laminar friction factor  and the transition friction factor is a combination of the
Moody and laminar friction factors
 SerratedGrooved seals Intended for seals with circumferential grooves with a
depth ranging from one order of magnitude less than the minimum clearance to
one order of magnitude greater than the minimum clearance The groove depth
to clearance ratio should be in the range 
 to 
  and groove width to depth
ratio should be in the range  to  Only fully turbulent ow is considered
 Hole pattern seals Intended for seals with holes with a depth ranging from one
order of magnitude less than the minimum clearance to one order of magnitude
greater than the minimum clearance The hole depth to clearance ratio should
be in the range 
 to 
  and the hole diameter to depth ratio should be in
the range  to  Only fully turbulent ow is considered
Details on the various friction factors are shown in the following sections
B Smooth and machine roughness seals
For isotropic roughness Moodys friction formula is used
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  and H is the local
lm thickness This formula gives values that are within  of the Moody diagram
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Moodys friction factor is used for the land portion of the groove and hole pattern
seals
For the laminar regime
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where Re
rs
 
 The laminar ow friction factor was used for plain seals only
Subscript convention used
The subscripts denote direction  groove or land  rotor andor stator  zeroth or rst
order solution So for the friction factor f
 grs

  means angular direction  g indi
cates grooved portion of seal  r
 s indicates two equations one for rotor and stator
respectively  and  means zeroth order variables
For example Eq B actually means two equations
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For the transition regime  
 	 Re
rs
	   in plain seals a formulation by
Zirkelback  San Andres   was used
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Dimensionless Moody  laminar  and transition friction factor formulas for rotor and
stator become
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B Grooved seal friction factor
For grooved rotor and stator the friction factor consists of one part from the land
portion and one from the grooved portion
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and 
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are the relative land and groove portions of the rotor respectively 
lr
is split in to parts 
 lr
and 
zlr
since a better t to the CFD solution was found
when the fully developed land friction factor for the zdirection does not act over the
whole land surface However  setting 
 lr
equal to 
lr
gave the best correlation for
the tangential friction factor calculations The reason for the terms wu
rs
in Eq
B
 is that the axial friction factor for the grooves is related to the axial ow only 
while the other friction factors are related to the total velocity relative to the rotor
and stator
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where N
grs
is the number of grooves on the rotor and stator  Lin
rs
is the inlet land
zone length  Lex
rs
the exit land zone length  L
lrs
the land zone length between
grooves If 
zlrs
	  it is set equal to zero  so that all friction loss is due to the
grooves The relative portions of the seal 
zlrs
and 
grs
covered by the land and
groove zone are calculated based on the assumption that the same groove width and
depth are used for all grooves on each surface and that the groove spacing is constant
The details of the friction factors f
 grs
and f
zgrs
for circumferential grooves are given
in Chapter   Eq  For the land portion Moodys friction factor is used
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B Hole pattern seal friction factor
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The weighting factors  mean land length and hole area fraction are given by
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If 
lrs
  it is set equal to zero
The details of the friction factors  f
hrs
  for hole patterns are given in Chapter   Eq

 For the land portion Moodys friction factor is used The terms
u 
u
r
 
u
u
s
  and
w
u
r 
  in Equations B
 to B are needed since the friction factor for the holes in the
tangential direction is related to the tangential ow only and the hole friction factor
for the axial direction is related only to the axial ow
B Partial dierentiation of friction factors
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is Moodys friction factor
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is the laminar friction factor
Transition to turbulence
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Angular friction factor
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For the land section
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are the same as for Moody above For the
grooved part it is very similar  except that the equivalent roughness a
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is dierent
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For holes on rotor and stator the friction factor is assumed to be isotropic
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B Solution to rst order dierential equations
The solution procedure for Eq  is outlined in this section For the rst order
equations a combination of inlet and outlet conditions must be specied This means
that the rst order equations fall into a class of problems called boundary value
problems Boundary value problems can be solved in many dierent ways Note
that the method adopted below is for linear ordinary dierential equations only It
involves solving the equations for three dierent initial conditions and then combining
the solutions so that all boundary conditions are fullled
The equation to be solved is
d

Z
dz
Az

Z  gz   B
where zZL and

Zz 



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z
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z
!p

z



B
Although both inlet and exit conditions should be fullled one can solve the problem
for three initial values rst where exit conditions will not be fullled
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These give solutions
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solution which fullls all boundary conditions
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 APPENDIX B DETAILS OF THE BULK FLOW MODEL
Introducing the boundary conditions
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Finally the solution for the perturbed pressure eld is
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z is determined by he type of whirling motion and it will have one solution for
the radial and one for the angular perturbed motion
Appendix C
Test rig details
C  Geometry
In Figures C to C geometry details are shown for the main components of the test
unit described in Chapter  Orings were used between the stator bucket and insert
in Fig C to separate the pressures measured in the  mm holes in the stator
surface Between the front plate and the bucket a gasket was tted  and the thickness
after mounting was approximately  mm

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3
Figure C Stator bucket and insert
C  GEOMETRY 	
Figure C
 Rotor
Figure C Boss
 APPENDIX C TEST RIG DETAILS
Figure C Rotor
Figure C Front plate
Appendix D
Friction factor conversions
For a given rough annular seal with a known axial owrate the average axial velocity
depends on the related seal clearance The literature survey in Chapter 
 showed that
many researchers use an average clearance 
!
C  for bulk ow calculations instead of the
minimum clearance  C  used in this thesis The average clearance is measured from
the location of the average surface prole at one surface to the next When comparing
friction factors one needs to convert between the two approaches Variables related
to the average clearance are denoted by a bar above the variable
Volume owrate
!
Q 
!
U
!
A  

!
U
!
R
!
C D
Q  UA  
URC D

where the average radii are
!
R  R
r

!
C
 and R  R
r
 C
 and
!
Q  Q  Q The
two dierent bulk ow velocities become
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
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C
D
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Q
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The pressure drop can then be calculated as follows
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For annular seals the approximation
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holds well for most practical purposes when
!
R and R are nearly the same Similarly
for the axial Reynolds number
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For pipe ow it can similarly be shown that the ratio of friction factors evaluated at
dierent radii
!
R and R is given by
f
!
f
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R
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R
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
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Appendix E
Numerical study of seal inlet
and exit losses
This numerical study was carried out to compare numerical predictions to the experi
mental results presented in Chapter  The geometries studied are described in detail
in Appendix C and Chapter 
E  CFDstudy with the k     turbulence model
The widely used formula for inlet  and exit loss 
e
 for concentric liquid annular
seals is given in for example Childs   as follows
P
s
  P
in




  W
 
E
P
ex




  
e
W
 
 P
e
E

where W is the bulk axial velocity in the seal  P
s
  P
e
are the entrance and exit cham
ber pressures respectively P
in
and P
ex
are the pressures just inside the seal at the
entrance and the exit respectively see Fig E The two formulas are not only im
portant for determining the pressure drop across the seal  but also for calculating the
pressure gradient at the entrance and exit  which is important for dynamic coecient
calculations
Assumptions used in this formulation are that
 The entrance and exit chamber pressures at the control volume surfaces are
constant
 The mean axial velocity at the inlet of the inlet control volume surfaces and at
the exit of the exit control volume is zero
	
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 The bulk swirl velocity remains constant through the inlet and exit control
volumes
One objective of this study was to test the validity of these assumptions Since the
test rig only allowed a very limited number of pressure sampling points  numerical
predictions using CFD were chosen to try and discover the qualitative trends in results 
and to see if the experimental results would help to verify the numerical predictions
Two models of dierent radial seal clearance were generated for this purpose  both
with a  degree inlet and exit geometry The program and options used for numerical
simulations were the same as described in Chapter  The boundary conditions used
are shown in Fig E  and the computational grid and dimensions used are shown
in Fig E
 The only dierence in geometry for the two models used was the radial
clearance C which was 
 and  mm for the two models respectively For each
model the ow and pressure eld were solved for  leakages and  rotational speeds
        and 

 rpm
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Figure E Boundary conditions and pressure point locations used for calculating
inlet and exit loss
Velocity contours for the clearance  C  
  are illustrated in Fig E  and a
typical pressure distribution along the mean clearance radius from point A to B in
Fig E is shown in Fig E for C  
 One important feature of the ow
eld in the exit chamber is the strong jet at the seal exit The jet dissipates slowly
sideways  and sets up a vortex with much greater peripheral velocity than in the inlet
chamber and this in turn inuences the pressure eld This can be seen in Fig E
which shows a marked pressure increase at point B due to the stagnation of the jet
Regarding the assumption of negligible axial velocity at the inlet chamber this as
sumption holds well for a radial distance of 
 to  times the seal clearance from the
seal entrance A small control volume CV Fig E may be formed for which the
zero axial velocity assumption holds Hence  the rst assumption in the list holds well
for the entrance coecient At the seal exit the situation is totally dierent since the
E  CFD	STUDY WITH THE K     TURBULENCE MODEL 	
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Figure E
 Computational grid and dimensions used for CFD calculations for stator
rotor combination SR

axial velocity does not slow down signicantly before the jet impinges on the back
wall In order for the exit loss equation to hold one would have to use the whole
exit chamber as a control volume  and one may lose signicant information regarding
pressure gradients at the seal exit One may ask Why has the current formulation
of Eq E
 worked so well in the past&
It should rst be noted that the most commonly used exit coecient for dynamic
coecient calculations is  which gives a zero pressure gradient at the exit
If one creates a control volume near the seal exit as shown in Fig E and studies the
velocity eld at zero rotational speed in this volume it is clear that if the exit cone
angle    dened by the streamline from the seal exit  is close to zero By assuming
that it is zero the inlet and exit axial bulk velocity does not change over the control
volume By further assuming that there is no frictional loss across the short control
volume and no change in the swirl velocity the pressure gradient will be zero which
matches the commonly used assumption of an exit coecient of  In practice the
A B
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Figure E Velocity contours at  rpm  axial Reynolds number of 
 and clearance
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Figure E Pressure distribution along rotor radius for zero rotational speed and
axial Reynolds numbers  and 

cone angle will depend on the seal outlet geometry as well as the chamber geometry
and there will be a frictional loss present In the case with a 

degree angle the
numerical simulation indicates a small positive  angle which would contribute to a
positive pressure gradient The friction loss in the control volume would contribute
to a negative pressure gradient Fig E indicates that the combined eect of an
expanding ow and a friction drop gives a pressure gradient close to zero in this case
So it may be argued that although the formulation of Eq E
 does not hold when
applied to a control volume near the seal exit it captures the combined eect of the
frictional loss and the expanding jet at the seal exit for the case studied in Fig E
To test the validity of the constant pressure assumption at inlet and exit chambers
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Figure E Control volumes at seal inlet and exit
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the following procedure was followed to visualize loss coecients depending on where
the entrance and exit chamber pressures are measured
 Calculate the pressures P
in
and P
ex
just inside the seal entrance and exit by
extrapolating the linear pressure variation inside the seal
 For each cell in the inlet chamber calculate the inlet loss coecient    based on
Eq E by setting P
s
 P
cell
 For each cell in the outlet chamber calculate the outlet loss coecient  
e
  based
on Eq E
 by setting P
e
 P
cell
 Plot the contours for entrance and exit loss on the same gure
For the assumption to be correct there should be no variations in the contours at
the inlet or exit chambers The results at high leakage combined with zero rotational
speed and low leakage combined with maximum rotational speeds illustrate the trend
in results Fig E and E	 show the results at zero rotational speed for the two
clearances  C  
 and C   and axial Reynolds numbers in the seal of 

and 
 respectively Fig E and E show the results for the same seals at 


rpm and axial Reynolds numbers of 	 and 
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Figure E Entrance and exit loss based on static pressure  rpm  Re
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
Fig E indicates that the inlet loss coecient varies between  and  outside
the small control volume in Fig E when x

 
 For the half clearance the vari
ation is even less Very similar results were found for low leakage and zero rotational
speed  and it can be concluded that the constant pressure assumption holds well
for practical purposes for the range of Reynolds numbers tested and zero rotational
speed For the exit coecient the strong vortex set up in the exit chamber makes
the exit coecient vary considerably between the sides and corner of the chamber
However  the stagnation corner is not close enough to the exit to have a signicant
inuence on the pressure gradient at the exit of the seal The exit coecient contour
is approximately  across a control volume where x
 
  and at the exit of the
chamber Since the purpose of the exit coecient is both to establish the pressure loss
	 APPENDIX E NUMERICAL STUDY OF SEAL INLET AND EXIT LOSSES
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Figure E	 Entrance and exit loss based on static pressure  rpm  Re
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and gradient across the exit an exit loss coecient of  should be a very reasonable
estimate for both clearances and zero rotational speed This is also very close to the
commonly assumed exit coecient of  for an innite chamber
So far only the results for zero rotational speed have been discussed  and no major
aws in the commonly used formulas for entrance and exit loss coecients have been
found In Figures E and E the variation of the entrance and exit loss coecients
with respect to location of the pressure reference point in the inlet and exit chamber
are shown at a rotor velocity of 

 rpm From these gures it is clear that that there
is a radial pressure distribution in both chambers which makes the loss coecients
a function of radial position Since the entrance and exit loss should only represent
viscous losses near the entrance it is no longer possible to choose any point in the
entrance and exit chamber to evaluate the losses A possible approach is consider
control volumes at entrance and exit in Fig E The detail in Fig E shows that
the entrance coecient is between 	 and  along the line from point a to b in Fig
E when x  
 The exit coecient based on the exit control volume line e h g  is
between  and 
 for x
  
 Since the radial variations are small for the rotational
speeds considered in the current experiment it was decided to use the single points b
and e at the rotor see Fig E to estimate theoretical and experimental exit and
entrance coecients respectively Figure E
 shows the pressure distribution along
the rotor surface from point A to B in Fig E  and the axial location of the reference
points b and e The pressure is normalized with respect to W
 

  where W is the
axial bulk velocity in the seal For the axial Reynolds numbers   	   

   the respective ratios between inlet bulk tangential and axial velocity are
	  
    	  
 From this gure it can be seen that the axial location
of the reference point for entrance and exit exit chamber pressures will inuence the
entrance and exit loss calculation However  the chosen reference points will give a
useful estimate
As rotational speed is increased further the variations along the control volume lines
a b and e h g in Fig E are expected to increase
To study pressure distributions at higher speeds it was decided to analyze the stator
rotor combinations SR
 and SR at an axial Reynolds number of   at ro
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Figure E Entrance and exit loss based on static pressure 
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tational speeds rpm    	 and  The dierence in leakage between the
two models is less than  Figure E shows the inlet and exit loss variation at a
rotational speed of  rpm which gives a ratio of tangential to axial bulk ow of
approximately  For the control volume line a b in Fig E at x  
 the inlet loss
coecient varies between  and  approximately  and for the control volume line
e h g at x

 the exit loss coecient is between  and 
 Clearly the coecients
are no longer constant which means that Equations E and E
 no longer hold
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Fig E
 shows the normalized pressure along the rotor By inspection the entrance
pressure drop is approximately constant for the entire range of rotational speeds
for both clearances  while the pressure drop at the exit increases with rotational
speed Another important feature of the results is that the axial pressure gradient
at the inlet is approximately constant from the maximum pressure to the inlet  while
the exit gradient varies with axial position The pressure gradient is an important
boundary condition when calculating dynamic characteristics The axial variation of
the pressure gradient at the outlet indicates that in order to formulate an exit loss
expression which predicts the pressure gradient accurately one will have to consider
the limit when x
 in Fig E goes to zero
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Figure E
 Normalized pressure along rotor Left gure stator rotor combination
SR Right gure SR

Fig E shows the absolute pressure along the rotor It shows that the pressure
distribution upstream of the maximum pressure and downstream of the seal exit is
very similar for both clearances when the rotational speed and leakage are the same
This again indicates that the pressure distribution in the entrance and exit chambers
varies little as a function of clearance and that it is mainly due to the strong vortex
caused by the swirling ow The consequence of this is that any functional relationship
developed for the exit loss coecient in this case  could only be used for this specic
exit chamber geometry  and the exit coecient would no longer contain only viscous
losses when calculated by

e


P
e
  P
ex

W
 
E
Consider the results for clearances 
 mm for SR
 and  mm for SR where
both seals operate at  rpm and Re
z
   and the reference points b and e in
Fig E is used for P
e
 The pressure dierence between the seal exit and the minimum
exit chamber pressure is almost identical for the two cases  P
ex
  P
e
   

 By
assuming that the same pressure dierence would hold for a  mm clearance the
corresponding exit coecients are give in Table E
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W UW 
e
 	 	

 
	 
	  	
The tangential velocity bulk velocity U is the average bulk ow at the seal exit
Table E indicates that the pressure eld in the exit chamber caused by the vortex
inuences the calculated exit coecient to a great extent As the ratio between
tangential to radial velocity gets smaller than   the commonly used assumption of
an exit coecient equal to  for the given geometry appears to be a good choice
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Figure E Absolute pressure along rotor Left gure Exit chamber pressure with
maximum pressure as reference Right gure Entrance chamber pressure with mini
mum pressure as reference point
To test the assumption for Eq E that swirl velocity does not change signicantly
across the inlet and exit control volumes one solution at 

 rpm  axial Reynolds
number   and clearance C  
 was studied in more detail This test case was
chosen since the axial velocity is small compared to the tangential and any weakness
in the assumption should be most pronounced in this case The average swirl velocity
was calculated at the entrance of the seal and along a straight line from point a to
point b in Fig E where x

C  mm The dierence in average swirl was less
than  between the inlet and exit of the control volume Hence  it was assumed
that there is no signicant change in swirl across this control volume Fig E
shows the nondimensional seal inlet swirl from the numerical simulations of stator
rotor combinations SR
 and SR Since the average inlet swirl does not change
across the control volume it appears that this assumption can be made also to a two
dimensional control volume formulation for the entrance loss However  one should be
aware that the average inlet swirl at the inlet a b in Fig E is at a dierent average
radius than the seal inlet Hence  there will be a pressure gradient due to centrifugal
forces associated with the change in radial location of the average swirl which has to
be accounted for
Further discussions and comparisons to experimental results are given in Chapter 
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Figure E CFDpredictions of nondimensional inlet swirl 
U
R
r
 as a function of
leakage for sharp entrance Left gure Stator rotor combination SR Right gure
SR

E CFD study of conical seal exit with k    tur
bulence model
The purpose of this study was to nd out why the theoretical exit loss results in
Chapter   Fig  based on the k     turbulence model underpredicted the exit
loss coecient compared to experimental results shown in Fig 
Close examination of the velocity prole at the seal exit revealed that the exit ap
peared to behave like an ecient diuser with no ow separation in the conical outlet
This was unexpected since diuser theory see for example White   predicts
separation for a diuser angle above a 

 One intuitive approach to a better numer
ical solution would be to rene the grid at the exit in order to resolve the ow eld
more accurately However  at the Reynolds numbers and grid used for the results in
Fig   the nondimensional wall distance  y

  for the near wall cell was close to
the lower limit of  for the standard k     turbulence model Hence  it was decided
to change to a lowReynolds number turbulence model to resolve the boundary layer
ow more accurately With the k  model available in CFX based on the theory by
Wilcox   the boundary layer has to be solved down to y

values of about 
or less to achieve useful results To do so the solution was restricted to zero rotational
speed and an axial Reynolds number of  To achive the y

	  target the total
number of computational cells was changed from 	 to 
 The resulting ow
eld and is shown in Fig E A close up at the exit of the two dierent models is
shown in Fig E The corresponding axial pressure distributions along the rotor
surface are shown in Fig E	
Clearly the low Reynolds number solution completely changes the picture Separation
is predicted close to the start of the conical outlet  pressure recovery is signicantly
less  and the exit coecient is  which is close to the experimental value of approx
imately  So this is good news  apart from the fact that the solution time changed
from approximately one hour to two days on a HP  C workstation It is expected

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that the grid would have to be rened further for greater axial Reynolds numbers and
much further for swirling ows due to large tangential Reynolds numbers in the inlet
and exit chambers
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Figure E Speed contours for the lowReynolds number k    turbulence model 
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Figure E Left gure Speed contours close up at seal exit for the lowReynolds
number k    turbulence model  Re
z
    rpm  C for the 

chamfer
Right gure Corresponding contours for the standard k     turbulence model
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Figure E	 Pressure distribution along middle seal radius for the standard k  and
the low Reynolds number k turbulence models
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